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HOMER GREGORY LUMBER COMPANY
Formed by Bob Wells, Otto Carr, "Booge" Armstrong
and Homer Gregory in the early 1950's. Shown here
is the original site on the corner of West Main St. and
Clearfield Road, bounded by the C&O Railroad tracks.

William Hargis Sawmill Crew

EARLY SAWMILL on Laurel. This i~ an old picture and much
detail has been lost. From left: James Hollan, Perry Hollan,
Fred Hollan, John Cox, Soloman Cox, Ed Franklin, John McClain, Green Fultz, Fowler Nickells, John Nickells, Willie Bark-

er, Charley Weaver.
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EARLY SAWMILL on Laurel. This is an old picture and much
detail has been lost. From left: James Hollan, Perry Hollan,
Fred Hollan, John Cox, Soloman Cox, Ed Franklin, John McClain, Green Fultz, Fowler Nickells, John Nickells, Willie Barker, Charley Weaver.

TYPICAL SAWMILL-From its beginning Rowan County's
principal cash crop has been its forests. This picture, taken
about 40 years ago, shows the saw mill of the late W. L. Hargis,
whose widow Kate Hargis, now resides on RFD 2. Front row,
from left; John Baldridge, Willie Crawford, Leslie Tolliver,
William Baldridge, Tommy Campbell, Bob Workman. Second
row: Jim Fultz, Boone Brown, Everett Campbell, Green Fultz,
. L. Hargis, Matt Walters. Back row: Nath Workman, Boyd
Ginter, Luster McClain, Johnnie Roberts, Clay Crawford, Les
Peri· unidentif·
man
ohn Brown._ _ _ _ _~.
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LOGGING was the principal Industry of Row an County during the first 70 years of its history and remains a major cash crop today. Lo gging scenes like this were commonplace in the
Id days. This picture, taken about 1910 on Bar her Branch, near Paragon, shows W. L. Hargis,
lr left, whose widow lives in Morehead. Other s are Jack Smedley, Granger Smith, Bill Brown,
Milt Brown, George Burton, Harve Binion and John Binion.
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Kentucky
Harvest and Hardwood
festffal '

For more information on the festival,
lo~in~ and campi~ facilities, contact:
Morehead Recreation, Tourism &
Convention Commission
P.O. Box 66
Morehead, Kentuclly 40351
Phone {606) 784-6221
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TAKEN IN 1897 this picture shows employees at a lumber mill in Farmers. Conservationists
say that this section would have been immensely valuable for timber if all virgin t rees had
not been cut 50 to 75 years ago and no attempt made to replace them. Forest fires took a heavy
toll until the middle 30's when the Cumberland National Forest was founded. About all the
hills you see in Rowan County today are owned by the federal government. Another boo
tum
an_d im
roducts is expected some 50 ,:ea·r s from now.

•n

THE CINCINNATI LUMBER COMPANY was located about 60 years ago on a site near the pres- '
ent Cranston School. Some of those in this old photo are Pat Egan at right; Silas McVey.,, see'- :
ond from right; John Lewis, the engineer, Combs and Asa Byrd.
· ,J·

During Our 25 Years In Morehead
we have come to know just about everybody in these
parts. It has been a full, a good 25 years for nowhere
in the world a,re there finer people than 'Within This Valley'.
.. ".:. ___ .J~Jll""
yes it was a lovely fall day, such as we have in this
beautiful valley, in October, 1931 that Dr. N. C. Marsh
opened the doors of his office in the Cecil Hotel building.
We feel that we have progressed, just like our fine city
and county, and are honored that we have been able t~
play a part in its civic and community growth. Our 25-th
Anniversary in Morehead will come the same year as our
Centennial and we hope to serve you faithfully in the
future as in the past. We have grown and have installed
the most mod.«!t ,ap!,\11:h-l1;;~ii>ttnt for examination and
treatnffOrlhl!fl~}Jjl~r,
·
meant the addition of an
able assista~ ~~~~• l _ n.
DR. N. C. MARSH

55aW.SJe~w1
'I\NIY

-

~K,

~-------~--~~
- ,1~
- ~n
VISIT OUR CENTENNIAL
A full week's entertainment . . • and while
you're here drop in and see us.

Dr. N. C. Marsh
-

Chiropractor -

Phone 160 -

330 Main Street

-

THE CINCINNATI LUMBER COMPANY was located about 60 years ago on a site n ear the pre,sent Cranston School. Some of those in ·this old photo are Pat Egan at right; Silas McVey, sec- •
ond from right; John Lewis, the engineer, Combs and Asa Byrd.
.. -·_.

The Story Of Th-is
Photo Of Drew Evans
I

Two years ago the editor of
the Rowan County News pleaded
with Drew Evans to have his
picture made.
At the time, the News' photographer was attempting t o snap
the picture of local business people, but Mr. Evans countered
with: "Brother, there's n obody
wants to see my homely face."
(Mr. Evans prefaced many of
his remarks with 'Brother'.)
Finally Mr. Evans said; "I'll
let you take my picture if Harlan
Blair will too."
Mr. Blair agreed and the photo
you se~ here was snapped.
Former Mayor Blair, one of
the community's most beloved
leaders, passed away shortly
afterwards and Mr. Evans' death :
Monday vividly recalls h ow
jocular they were and how inDrew Evans
sistent Mr. Evans was that his
. .. passes on
tie be straight. Later, he saw the
picture proof and said: "Looks
better than I thought it woulq." stand a little ready cash." That !
"If you're saving that picture printing order went a long way
until I die," Mr. Evans called toward paying off the help on l
1
back, "brother, you've got a long Saturday.
Dr~w Evans dropped in one
I time to wait."
,
These treasured incidents make day during the war and said:
the writing of obituaries the most "There's a city fellow been here
two days trying to get me to
difficult job a country editor
1
handle pulp-wood. Looks like
faces.
It recalls the time that Drew there's not much money in it,
Evans ordered 2,000 envelopes but they said you newspapers
and 2,000 letterheads of the finest need this pulp and it will help
quality back at the old Morehead win the war, too." His firm startIndependent office, where he ed buying and shipping pulp and
frequently 1 o a f e d, in 1937. the Rowan County News later
"Brother " he said "I'll never received a special citation and
use that' much stationery, but it check from a paper box manulooks to me like this firm can facturer.

or Jack O 81is
215 Knapp Ave

Morehead, KY 4035 1
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LEE CLAY PRODUCTS

From The Colledk>n Of:
Dr. Jack D. Ella
552 w. Sun St.

KY 40851
806-784-7473
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TWO OF MOREHEAD'S WOOD-RELATED INDUSTRIES
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30,000 line Morehead
streets
for festival parade
~.
.-

By KENNETH A. HART
Independent News Writer

-'MOREHEAD - Political candidates; professional sports stars and
team were among the attractions Saturday as a
!rowd turnM out to.celebrate Rowan County's hardwood industry.
· About 30,000 people lined the streets of Morehead for the Kentucky
:lardwood restival parade, the main event in the weeklong celebrajQn. .Organizers said the gathering was the largest in the festival's
history.
,
·
·
.:.
The parade itself also turned out to be a record breaker. Torn ·
Calvert, executive director of the Morehead Tourism Commission,
said the procession, which numbered more than 300 units, was the .
largest the town had ever seen.
,~J,.;
The weather turned out to be parade perfect, with sunshine and
temperatures in the 70s. But .Calvert said he worried right up until
. .
· · .. .
t K . L G Id
parade time that the showers that fell in the area Friday evening
., _
. ·
.·· · . · 1ndepe nden - . evin · · 9
would carry ov~r into Saturday.
···
.
1 ;-ylJ•~f:t~afl'.l.Pf. Budweiser Cly_
desdates w~s a feaf1Jred attrac
Turn to 30,000 LINE, Page 12
' ·ti~rfat:J'1e ~e11t~.cky Hardwood Festival parade Saturday. ·
~~~r-_;·:~"( y: :•\:__
LJ_ ? ·.. . .:'°'
.
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LUMBER WAS I{ING-This picture·, perhaps /Id) years old, shows a saw mill crew at Farmers, than the larg·est town in
Rowan County. Old-timers will be able to identify several of these people. Farmers lost most of its industry and population after
the turn of the century as the virg·in timber along Licking River was depleted. Log·s, 10 feet in diame~er, were commonpla.ce at
this mill. They were floated down the river, sawed at Farmers and then shipped by rail.
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Funeral Services Will be Conducted by

REV.H.L. MOORE
At the Methodist Church
Monday, November Seven
Nineteen Hundred Thirty-Eight
At Two O'clock P. M.
The Body Will Lie In State At The Church From One O'clock P. M.

BURIAL IN CAUDILL CEMETERY

CASKET BEARERS
JOHNNY GREENE

V. D. FLOOD

P. H . ISON

C. T. WARWICK

JOHN HORTON

GARLAND COLLINS

DAVID DAVIS, JR.

HERMAN MEADOWS

(Honorary Bearers will be found on the following page)

.,,

HONORARY BEARERS
ALLIE YOUNG. JR.
HENDRIX TOLLIVER
OTTO BOND
JOHN A . KECK
JOE TOLLIVER
ROY TURNER
FRANK MEADOWS
WELDON BULLOCK
DENVER HALL
JACK LEWIS
E. B . WILLIAMS
CURTIS DA VIS
IR.VIN TRIPLETT
· W. J . SAMPLE
CL.A~RENCE ALLEN
JOE McKINNEY
M. C. CROSLEY
EARL MAY
R ODERT FRALEY

ROBERT BISHOP
OVA EVANS
WM. T. BABB
JOHNS. WHEELER
MILTON DAVIS
RUSSELL MEADOWS
FRANK LIANA
HOWARD HUDGINS
AUSTIN RIDDLE
CLAUDE CLAYTON
OVA BLACK
FRED CAUDILL
LE GRANDE JAYNE
G. D. DOWNING
WILLIAM ALLEN
J. M. CLAYTON
DIXON SHOUSE
MALCOM H. HOLLIDAY, JR.
JOHN DA VIS McKINNEY

Members of 1929 Feio.tball Squad, Morehead High
ARTHUR RAY TATUM
ARTHUR BARBER
CLAY TRUMBO
ARCH CASSITY
EARL CASKEY
WM. CAUDILL
APP HONAKER
EARL BARBER
GLENMORE ROBERTS
FRED CASSITY
ALDEN ROBINSON
MASON JAYNE
WATT PRICHARD, JR.
CURTIS CAUDILL
EUGENE MILES
RICHARD CLAY
ROY E. HOLBROOK, Coach
M. S. T. C. FOOTBALL TEAM
LEONARD MILLER
ELLIS JOHNSON
ROBERT LAUGHLIN
WICK K. STROTHER, The Commercial Bank of Grayson, Grayson, Ky.
GEO. ROBINSON, First National Bank, Grayson, Ky.
C. K. STACY, Commercial Bank, West Liberty, Ky.
L. A. BURTON, Ba; 1k of Blaine, Blaine, Ky.
E. A. EVANS, Peopws Bank, Olive Hill, Ky.
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HAROLD WHITE LLUMBER .--"'
CONTINUES GROWTH UNDER SECOND GENERATION
BY GARY MILLER

rehead, Ky.- .

Harold White Lumber Inc. continues to grow and expand under the
leadership of the second generation of Whites, in order to better
serve their customers.
The family-owned operation is
located approximately 60 miles
east of Lexington, Ky. , and 60
miles west of Huntington, W.Va.
The firm is situated on 45 acres
and has an additional 55 adjoining acres for future
expansions.
Harold White Lumber
manufactures
Appalachian Hardwood
lumber.
The
firm
obtains logs within a
100-mile radius of its
facility, and does purchase standing timber.
Species of lumber manufactured at the company's band mill operation
include Red and White Oak, Ash,
Poplar, Maple, Walnut, Hickory,
Sycamore, Beech and Basswood.
Harold White Lumber specializes
in high-grade kiln-dried lumber
and offers many services to their
customers such as export packaging, length separations, painted
ends, bundle tallies, etc. The firm
has an annual production of
approximately 12 million board
feet of Appalachian Hardwood
lumber. There is roughly 500,000
board feet of kiln-dried inventory
and 2 million board feet of airdried inventory at the facility at all
times.
Harold White Lumber upgraded
38

its sawmill over the past several
moulding and millwork including
years. New equipment includes:
flooring, finish interior parts,
an optimizing system with a cardoors and stair parts, paneling
riage that scans the logs; a --➔:,, and ;,s,ustom trim and moulding.
McDonough linebar resaw; the •... j.C:f;fpe: TT1ill~ 6ik: division sells to the
main headrig; a 6-foot band :,r:~:.·&etijef~~p~lic and chain stores
resaw; a 7-foot band headrig; a · ; iri~. \-ff1~ f: ~ ~racts with local
Fulghum debarker; and 100,000
bmlders ~msh the wood prodboard feet of additional dry kiln
ucts for stairways and interior
capacity, which was built by Sil
doors in the homes that they .
Dry Kilns located in Lexington,
build.
N.C., bringing the firm's total kiln
There are approximately 44 ··
capacity to 500,000 bo~d feet per
employees at the lumber division
charge .
Other
equipment
and 56 at the millwork division
includes: anti-stain dipping vats,
that work approximately 50 hours
a planer mill, ripping, moulder,
per week. Key employees at the
two large heated dry storage sheds
sawmill include: Harold White,
with 1.25 million board feet of
owner of the lumber and millwork
companies and still handles some
capacity and end
sales
accounts ;
Barbara, Harold's wife,
works full-time at the
company as well doing
whatever is needed;
Ray White, president
and general manager;
Mike White, vice president of sales and timber procurement; Jan
Dacci, Ray's sister,
handles payroll and is
the receptionist; Dallas Fraley,
Harold White Lumber ships its
chief lumber inspector; Darrell
products via company-owned
Hamilton, lumber grader; Milton
trucks, railroad, or containers.
Hamilton, yard manager; David
The company markets its lumWhisman, the dry kiln and boiler
ber products to wholesalers,
operator; Paul Conn, millwright;
exporters, end users and distribuand Brenda Blanton handles
tion/ concentration yards in both
bookkeeping, accounting and
the domestic and export markets.
export documentation. Lee White
The firm exports approximately 35
runs the millwork operation and
percent of its lumber production
Sam Douglas is the manager of
to Europe. Export bound lumber
the plant.
usually is shipped out from the
"We are very fortunate and
Port of Norfolk, Va.
blessed that many of our employHarold White Lumber's sister
ees have been with us for numercompany, Harold White Millworks
ous years," Ray said. "Our
Inc., purchases the majority of its
employees are profit oriented and
lumber from Harold White
Lumber. The firm specializes in
Please turn to page 66
Hardwoods ... A Renewable Resource

Office staff includes: Brtan Perkinson, Gwen Ryan, Dick Levy,
Susan Renzulli, Brtan Vickerman and David Yingling.

The yard buys about 3 million board feet of lumber annually and earlies
an average inventory of 500,000 board feet.

The warehouse/mill building was built in about one year and the company moved in
over the Labor Day weekend of 2001.

Bill Renzulli, a 22-year Rex veteran, is the operations manager for the Doswell, Virginia, location.

Rex Lumber, King of Hardwoods, operates four facilities located in Acton, Mass.; South
Windsor, Conn.; Englishtown, N.J.; and the newest one in Doswell, Va.

MARCH/2002
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Harold White, owner of the lumber and millwork companies and still
handles some sales . accounts; Mike White, vice president of sales
and timber procurement; and Milton Hamilton, yard manager are
standing in front of some 4/4 FAS and Better kiln-dried Ash.

Lee White runs Harold white Millworks Inc. and Sam Douglas is the' manager for the
plant. The two are standing in front of a Hydromat 23 Weinig moulder.

Harold White Lumber manufactures Red and White Oak, Ash, Poplar,
Maple, Walnut, Hickory, Sycamore, Beech and Basswood. The company has
an annual production of approximately 12 million board feet of lumber.

Dallas Fraley is the chief lumber inspector for the company.

MARCH/2002

Harold White Lumber is a family-owned company. Family members include:
(seated) Harold and Barbara White; (standing) Lee and Ray White, Jan Dacci
and Mike White.

David Whisman is the dry kiln and boiler operator for Harold White
Lumber Inc. located in Morehead, Ky.
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DEVEREAUX SAWMILL
INVESTS IN FuTURE
BY WAYNE MILLER

Devereaux Sawmill believes that
th~ir commitment to the future is s olidified with some
key employee placements, equipment additions , technological advancements and facility expansions.
Devereaux Sawmill manufactures green and kilndried Northern Hardwoods. All logs that come to the
plant are from within a 150-mile radius. Devereaux
has five log buyers including Brandon Devereaux, who
is the head of log procurement. All of the buyers and
loggers are SFI certified. Logs go through a quality con-

trol check by Joel Smith then are stored under shed
with a sprinkler system running approximately six
months out of the year. The shed allows the company
to keep a bigger volume of logs, while keeping them
bright in color and free from checking and splits,
ensuring their customers from around the world fresh,
bright, high quality lumber.
The firm has an annual production of 15 million
board feet with an average kiln-dried inventory of 1.5
million board feet and 2.5 million board feet of airdried inventory. Primary species produced include:
Please turn to page 67

Devereaux Sa wmill Inc. , Pewamo, Mich ., is a
family-owned company. Craig, Bruce, Jim and
Brandon Devereaux are all involved in the dayto-day operations of the firm .

Bruce Dever eaux is the presiden t and Rick
Sillman is the h ead sawyer for Devereaux
Sawmill Inc. located in Pewamo, Mich.
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they want to see the company succeed. We are proud of
them and consider all of them family."
Harold White founded the company in 1968, after
working at his father's sawmill for 15 years.
"Much of my childhood consisted of moving from one
timber job to another, living in sawmill camps," he said.
Following in their father's footsteps , White's five children also went in the business. Four work in the family-owned business and Richard White opened his own
export logging operation called, Richard White Wood
Products Inc. , located on a tract of land right next to
Harold White Lumber. Richard's company specializes in
selling Walnut lumber and exporting White Oak and
Walnut veneer logs.
For the past 10 years, Harold White Lumber has been
very pro-active regarding environmental laws and
preservation. Mike White spends much of his spare
time educating school children and civic groups about
forestry issues, and the company gives approximate!~
30 tours per year at their facility.
"Most of the people only know what they are hearing
and unfortunately what they are hearing is usually a
very slanted preservationist and radical view," Mike
said. We devote a tremendous amount of money anci
time every year towards our endeavors to keep our private and public lands available to timber harvesting.
When various groups come in and see what we do and
how we utilize 100 percent of each tree, most leave our

at ·
mild . od lumrow ·
d
operat_i _ _....

Paul Conn is the millwright for Harold White Lu mber.

facilities with a more positive view of the forest products
industry. "
Harold White Lumber is a member of the Kentucky
Forest Industries Assoc., National Hardwood Lumber
Assoc. and the Appalachian Hardwood Manufacturers
Inc.
Harold White Lumber believes that having loyal
employees and the dedication to improve and expand
their facility when needed, as well as continuing to educate their community on forestry issues will secure
their position in the forest products industry for many
years to _come.

•
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NHLA CONVENTION PHOTOS • Continued

Mike Cowan, Hardwood Market Report, Memphis, Tenn.; Chris Taylor, HiTech Comact, Hot Springs, Ark.; David Mayfield, Mayfield Lumber Co.,
McMinnville, Tenn.; Bill Buchanan Jr. , Buchanan Lumber Birmingham
Inc., Aliceville, Ala.; and Ben Forester, Rex Lumber Co., Englishtown, N.J.

Howell White, Vista Wood Products, Greensburg, Ky. ; George Crawford,
Somerset Wood Products Inc., Somerset, Ky. ; Marvin Petzoldt, East Perry
Lumber Co., Frohna, Mo.; Jerry Moore, Moore Forest Products, Searcy,
Ark.; and Steve Merrick, Somerset Wood Products Inc.
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AND THE MOREHEAD :INDEPENDENT•_; _ _: (Merged,- 1:945)

Urge~ Wo~d for War. ~d Peace

Col~ .B oyd T~lls_Lumbermen_
_·W hat -To Expe.ct Alter ,v:;E
0

.

I

. p.ro dUCtiDll· ...:. . :. .WPB ..Calls For.·More-

Supply la only one facet of the
Wtlcultles we face In the Paclfk, but the probli:ma In It, alone,
are tremendoua.
For lrutance, •uppiy plannln&
may Involve a declal011 to Increase
the cannlnl( Industry of New ~•land, to utilize or not to utulze the
looms at India for tent production.
A dectalon may have to be
made on whether to ahJp tlve-1alIon 1uollne ublltz" cana Intact and

HENRY EDSON
District Manager
By: WALTER C; BARNES
Priorities Manager
War Production Board

.
·

an Arnu1can force In the Pacific
to take everythlnl( It will ~
with Jt, or cet It l00!l o:fter arrlval In moot oC the area■ OU( forees

ha■

have conquered, there welie no
raUrooda, or welt.. Everythinl(
hnd to be hacked out ot Juncle.
The Jap had a lot of ~ In
the early dan of the Pacltlc wv.
He waced war with lhiht ~
ment, UMd with Uchtnln1 fl>r'cet.,, ·
Mani Arnerlcinu, w~ canvuattd
that hi.I. the Jap wa;,-, ~
best way to w■l(e a Paclfle • • ·
· Our enlfncen ■nd Snbea aonn ·
upoet thl1 lhlnklnC. . They nliled
for heavy equJpmmt for a1tfleld
constnicllon. fm roada, ftlr i - -..
The trend unr a1 we ...,t
mm and supplies Into the Pad!lc.

(l'!d. Note: Col. no,,d dellnr•
ed a . . . eueJleJlt ■.dclfta be-

_ _ Most, eyery piece of equipment. that leaves thia ·
Country for any of the War Theaters must first be
wrapped up in a blanket of lumber, and therefore,
ranks this material in very high standing as a war maYours very truly,

· ·::·

Offtce., Dlndor., lKa&erial Armed 11en1ee , , _._ .

Your Jetter of January 12th directed to Mr. Henry Edson, .district nianager of the War Production
Board, has peen forwarded to me for rt:J)ly.
We are- glad to give · you the following information, which you can use in the way you see fit in res
gard to the special issue to bl! printed by the Rowan
County News, Morehead, K?tucky.
The War Production--:i:Gard is very definitely interested in any program that would serve the intereatll
of lumb~r production as this is one of the most critical
items we are confronted ·with today as regards the
prosecution of the War. This Program i11 o! so muc-h
importance that we are at all times interested in giving any service pQMible that will reimlt in increased
production of lumber. ·

.

By COL JAMES BOYD

On-the.other 11ida.ot-th41--WOl'lcl,-Ceneral..KacA.r11b-.r....·,___ _ __
• on Luzon, another step in the long battle agaillllt ·J apan.
Behind his landlnll' was a portion of the i n .d u II tr i a 1
might of America.
.Material used in that landing had to be ready month.a
ago.
A big ~ , to C()ll8idtt. 1a· that

Forest Service
Winc-hester, Kentucky
- Dear Mr.- Borden:

. terial.

'

.
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fore tlle ~Banlwood
~&roa
· la ClaclnnatJ. Ohio, on ::,
11, 1945.
Lack of JlffTeala oar re~ tlle elltfre addreM.

more

~~ :""C::~:1'
~.: '•/·:,

llawever, to tllaae ~ 7oa wba
bellned tba& J - WIii lie a
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rid.-, and army-trul!b; her:...Vahmt la used

>cb and a!rplane propellers; her tulip popJm, and other 11pecie11 go Into the construc.nt cargo planes, rllders, and small training
uit quantities o! leBII valuable" SPECIES go
on.,truction of giant cargo planes, gliders,
training plane■; vut quantities of le1!8 val:iea become packinll' boxes for 1hipping war
Still other treea are used for mine timbers,routlea, telephone poles, piling, and woodire eaaential war uaes.
·
. wood !or war has become one of the most
w I!Ulterials. Wood for peace will be just aJJ
two-fifths of Kentucky's area that 1.8 tlm- ·- r=====~ - -- - --~
10,500,000 ttns) i5 helping win the War. It
maintain the peace that followa.
greateat enemy of our forests is fire. To ,
: production of wood for War, and the
. te of tna for . our future, we . muat fhiht
,eventiq them. Let every one. help to ..ve
'a foresta by olleervlncth·• foreat tire pre·na-of the .c:--mouwealt1!.,,: . ~ •
. ·.
1
· 8(1Q:0N .S. .WIU.JS. .G<>vemor
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Farm Bureau~~~. .
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Lu.zoo lett the United States 'II""'
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71-year-old Harold White (far left) founded a lumber company in 1968 which currently has annual sales of nearly $12 million. White and his wife Barb (second from left) have three sons, a daughter and a grandson in the family business.

stacking it up and selling it, pouring lemonade
on a Sunday. It would have been difficult to
work for someone else."
"Personally, it would be hard to fathom
working anywhere else," adds Ray. "It's something I know, love and enjoy. There's a joke
we've been telling people for years - when we
get cut, we bleed sawdust."

PIKEVILLE - Vantage Point Advertising
Fifteen years ago, Rhonda Kretzer was
looking to put her degree in communications
and advertising to work for somebody in the
Pikeville-Floyd County area. Trouble was,
there weren't any ad agencies to work for
there. She figured if she was going to do it,
she'd have to do it herself. Seven years in
retail h ad fortified her with knowledge of
everything from payroll to purchasing, taxes to
customer service. But area banks didn't think
it would fly, because the market was too small
and nobody had been successful in that field
there before.
So she did it anyway.
For this wife and mother of thzee, the
business started on a freelance basis, stringing together one account after another from
her dining room table. Now, with three
employees besides herself, Kretzer's Vantage
Point Advertising serves clients in five states
from its little Pikeville office. But the business still comes the same way it used to - by
word of mouth.
That business includes 16 Reno's Restaurants, Southeast Telephone , Mayo Drug
Stores, and Prestonsburg Cycle Center.
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"I do h ave trouble saying no," she admits.
"Things are on deadline, and when people want
something now, you'd better do 1t now, or it
might be a lost opportunity. No matter what your
investments may be in facilities, products or services, your customers are your greatest assets.
Just as important are her relationships with
her colleagues.
"When I first started, I did everything
myself - I changed jobs a hundred times a
day," she remembers. "As I could hire people, I
was determined to find people better than I
was in every area."
That includes her best friend Kitty Pauley,
now executive director of the Pike County
Chamber of Commerce, and nine-year veteran
Chad Varney, whose graphic art skills and intuition still amaze Kretzer.
She still finds herself as the first one in and
the last one to leave, but these days Kretzer is
finding some balance to her life and career.
"I'm doing a better job of blending now
than I did for a long time," she says. "Before, if
I didn't do it, it didn't get done. I had a 'whatever it takes' attitude. Now, .I have more flexibility with my own time, but it's still very
demanding."

RICHMOND-Specialized Technical
Services, Inc.
At Specialized Technical Services, Inc. in
Richmond, 33-year old CEO Ken Fountain is
anxious. The company is moving into a brand
new building across town, and with the
growth the company is experiencing, that
move couldn't come at a better time.
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wholesale - I can't maintain the freshness I \ MOREHEAD-H old White Lumber
want. We could gain huge shelf-life if we used
Fi;e generat' ns of the White family have
artificial preservatives, but we don't. The very made their t · ing in the lumber business.
thing that's so successful about our business is \ ,i ht in · e middle of that continuum is 71exactly the thing that keeps us from growing." year-old Harold White, who founded Harold
But he doesn't seem to mind. National sur- White Lumber in 1968 with five employees.
veys show that sales of high-quality boxed choco- Today that number has reached 100, with 100
lates are at an all-time high. Among tourists,
more people as indirect associates in the supespecially the Japanese, Sharp has found an ply and logging fields.
attractive market. In the month of December
Sales that totaled $300,000 in 1978 curalone, the company ells 17 tons of candy.
rently hover at $12 million, with lumber travPlans for the future include a website that's eling all over the U .S. and Europe.
truly interactive (not just a catalog in cyberspace)
"We manufacture 96 percent of the lumber
and an updated showroom inside the landmark ourselves with a high-tech sawmill," says White.
gingerbread house on Regency Road.
"We began kiln drying and exporting to Europe
in 1978, and now those exports make
g'. up approximately 35 percent of our
~ sales." In fact, the U.S. Chamber of
~ Commerce recognized the firm as
~ Small Business Exporter of the Year a
few years ago.
Most of the wood that comes
through the White facility eventually makes its way to cabinet and furniture makers, but some still serves
the barn and fencing needs of farms
in the Bluegrass - including some
farms that were served by White's
father and grandfather before him.
The company now makes its own
moulding and flooring as well.
Today Harold and his wife Barb
( office manager since 197 4) are
proud to say that their three sons, a
daughter and a grandson are all in
the business. Ray is the acting president of the company. Son Richard
has his own entrepreneurial bug,
running a timber business adjacent
to the main White facility, while also
operating Cliff View Resort near
Natural Bridge.
above) acquired Sharp's Candies in 1990 from the partnership his father
~her created. The company sells 17 tons of candy in December alone.
A complaint often heard in Kentucky's past is that children are leaving to go seek their fortunes
"People feel like they can come in, walk back elsewhere. But all of White's offspring have
while we're packaging their candy, talk to our stayed in the family business.
"We're all enthusiastic and hope to retire
people - it's just a warm, cozy, fuzzy feeling. I don't
ever want people to become a number here."
in this business," says Ray White, "and we
At Sharp's it's all about knowing the mean- hope to afford our children the opp~rtunity to
ing of names - both the one on the sign and follow in our footsteps. It's a great privilege for
us to be in a family business. This is all we've
the ones waiting in line.
"Sharp's Candies is owned by Rob Sharp, the ever known."
It's also all his father ever knew he wanted
candy is made by Rob Sharp, Rob Sharp wears an
apron," the owner says. "I follow the candy from
to do.
"Even as a teenager during the Depression,
its beginning to its end, including being at the
cash register. I think that's the most important it was always in my mind to work for myself,"
part of being a small business - opening the lines says Harold White. "There was no other way.
of communication with your customers. It's As a child, I tried to make money out of the
harder to do it that way, but it's worth it."
hills, gathering nuts, cutting kindling and
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Jack D. Ellis
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up the plans for the county.
He was married to the
daughter of a Dr. Dailey·. The
final application for approval
of Rowan as a county included
the following:
County
Rowan County named in
honor "Of the distinguished
Judge John Rowan will be the
104th county in order of
formation. It is in the N.E.
Mountain portion of the state.
The Licking River forms
most of the south and
southwest boundary line, and
Triplett Creek which runs
almost centrally through the
county affords some fine
location for water power.
In the time of high water,
there is downward navigation
on both streams. The land is
hilly, but with many beautiful
valleys; the soil is mostly thin
and rather clay-like, but is
well adapted to grasses, and
produces fine oats, tolerable

formation of Rowan County
showed:
Population - 1860: White
2,139, free black 1, slaves 142.
1870: Whites 2,959 free black
32, slaves 0.
Crops - 1870: 7,900 pounds
of tobacco grown; also 327 tons
of hay; 95,746 bushels of corn;
2,227 bushel of wheat and 745
bushels of barley.
Farm Animals - 1870: 703
horses, 31 mules, 1,921 cattle
and 1,713 hogs over six
months olcl.
Land - 1870: Total value of
land in county $388,688.
Value per acre: $1.95.
Included in this land was
hundred of thousands of
virtually untouched virgin
timber available for the
taking. It was no wonder
Rowan County was called the
Timber Garden of Kentucky.
Farmers KY-Timber
Crossroads ·
By
1870, Crossroads

Rowan involved in
Mexican War
On August 31, 184 7 a
quisition was sent to
entucky for two more
bments of infantry to serve
the Mexican War.
In less than three weeks,
o companies were formed
m Fleming County and
orted for duty August 21,
17. One of those companies
s from the Licking River
Bey section and was
mmanded by Captain
ander M. Cox.
It was said that Captain
x's company had 26 men
at were six feet tall or taller.
would appear that thos e
ly corn-fed soldiers grew
ch taller than the average
hose.days _
--!mn-~w.a.t-_~JUi...n~·-po;~~1t·_J~a~r□m~e~
rs
~J;o~nL th Lickiy
Even before Rowan became sweet and Irish grow to great River had become the timber
ounty in the 1850s, the first perfection; horses, mules, crossroads of Rowan County
mercial sawmill to saw in cattle, hogs, and sheep are with four of five large
y great volume was set up raised for market. Fine timber sawmills that employed
those early timber men on abounds.
hundreds of men.
e
Licking
River
at
Towns
However, with the crude
ossroads (Farmers).
Morehead: The county seat, methods of logging using
Only the giant poplar, so named to honor 'Judge nothing but manpower, axes,
mlock, and some oak that Jafnes T. Morehead. It is two men crosscut saws, horses
re easily accessible to the located 20 miles east of and mules, the raw forests of
king River were felled and Owingsville, 25 miles south of this region were mostly still
ated down river during Flemingsburg, and 26 miles untouched by saw or axe.
·ng floods to the mill.
west of Grayson.
Also, only those trees in
The poplar floated well, was
It
will
contain
the close proximately to the river
ily sawed and worked, and courthouse
and
public• were logged because they were
ought a good price. It was buildings, and now has three easiest to "skid" down to the
ed extensively for building lawyers, one doctor, two water highway that brought
those early days. It was not churches (Methodist E. South them to market in Crossroads.
common to find poplar and Reformed Christian), two
Other factors that limited
ards 36" wide in those early stores, one steam powered early logging was because it
cabins floors.
flour and saw mill, one single was extremely labor intensive
Rowan and Morehead
machine, one cooper, and one an expensive. It required a lot
fou,nded
blacksmith. Population 200. of manpower and mule power
Rowan
County
was (Although established and to get those huge trees from
tablished in 1856 out of named as the county seat, the stump to the mill.
rts of Fleming and Morgan Morehead
was
not
Also when they got to
unty. One-third of the incorporated until 1869).
Crossroads in Rowan County,
unty came from Fleming,
Crossroads
(Farmers): there was from the stump to
d two-thirds came from Located eight miles west of the mill. Also when they got to
Morehead has a saw mill, Crossroads in Rowan
County,
organ.
d
k t r.
The present site of tavern, blacksmith shop and there was a limite mar e 1or
orehead and Farmers were three stores. Population 300.
sawed lumber.
th originally in Fleming
Pine Springs: Located nine
Therefore many large rafts
ounty. A detailed survey of miles N.E. of Morehead on the longer the journey for those
w county border . was east fork of Triplett has two early rafters, the greater the
-tablished. That survey along churches (Methodist E. South risk of losing a raft in the wild
ith
the
following and Reformed Christian), one water of t·he free flowing
mographic survey was doctor, a store, shingle Licking River. It also required
ken to Frankfort in 1850 for machine and blacksmith ship. a much longer return walk to
al approval by the Population 75.
get back home.
Railroad vote loses in 1870
Gl. lls Mills: 15 miles from
gislature.
It was delivered by Addison Morehead.
In 1870 the Railroad began
endall after a three-day
Early Rowan census
to cast a covetous eye toward
orseback trip over the dirt
reports
the timber available from
mpike. Mr. Kendall was one
The first two decennial U.S. marketing in Rowan and
. the men who helped draw Census
following
the surrounding counties. Local

ri
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politicians
and
early
entrepreneurs ap~roached the
Lexington and Elizabethtown
Railroad Company to extend
their tracks from Mt. Sterling
to Grayson and connect to the
Big Sandy and E. Kentucky
Railroad.
Financing for construction
of the railroad was a problem
then as it is now. On
September 17, 1871 the voters
of Rowan County were asked
to "subscribe" (to pay the
railroad $25,000) to build a
railroad through Rowan.
There was a heated contest
among Rowan voters between
the pro railroad and antirailroad people.
The pro railroaders lost by
13 voters . On the same day
the voters of Carter County
also rejected a "subscription"
of $50,000 for the railroad by
200 voters (not even close).
It appeared that the people
preferred the streams of
Eastern Kentucky which were
free over the railroads which
were going to be expensive.
Tht ilmadbond
tb9first but certainly not th e last .
time a bond issue was rejected
by the people of Rowan
County. (Would I-64 have ever
been built through Row an
County if it had required a
subscription bond?)
Kentucky has more miles of
navigable streams than any

other state except Alaska.
Rowan County was cris~crossed with many lovely
streams upon whose waters .
could be floated many kinds of
timber. But there was no way
to market those wood products
to the outside world until the
railroad arrived.
1871-Railroad arrives
through Rowan
In 1881, the Elizabethtown
and Lexington Railroad came
through Rowan County and
connected to the Big Sandy
and East Kentucky Railroad
at Grayson.
That railroad opened
Rowan
County
timber
products to the crowded
eastern states.
The
timber
industry
developed rapidly along the
railroad. Soon vast numbers of
railroad cars from Rowan
communities such as Farmers,
Rockville, Egypt, Bronson,
Brady, Morehead, Rod burn
and Eadston were seen pulling
out on the main track.
They were loaded with
lumber, cioss ties, staves,
shingles; barrel eads, broom
handles, kegwood bark, timber
and any type of product that
could be manufactured from
the forest.
The railroad sidings in
Rowan wagon loads of logs to
those communities. That soon
brought rough wagon roads

through the wilder
those railroad points.
The
early
companies even help .
roads to their mills.
Hixon Lumber Com~
Rodburn built a roug
road down Christy
their mill. Although
the road was in the
allowed wagons pu
mules or oxen to brin
their mill.
From Pine Grove,
Springs, there was no
road except down
Creek and
arou
Morehead, but ther
riding path over Rodb
and Shumate Hill.
The Hixton
R
Lumber Company (0
employed 600 men) \l
first to open up a wa
from Rodburn to Crans
That road connectE
the Pine Spring~
Morehead Road.
Hamm was the fore
that job.
It might also be no
elford Hamm's
Fielding and Dan Han
a water powered grist
sawmill at Pine Spring
Therefore it coul
that both the Hixton
the Hamm family be
greatly by that new ro
Cranston to Rodburn.
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By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

"Go up into the mountains
and bring wood." (Haggai 1:8)
In 1943 this nation was
embroiled in a world-wide war
that affected practically every
family in the U.S. Not only
were men fighting and dying
around the world, but great
sacrifices were being made by
( those on the home front. There
were shortages of food,
clothing, manufactured goods,
and all of the ma.t erials
necessary to wage war.
However, there was also an
· extreme shortage of one item
you would not think was vital
to the war effort, but which
greatly affected Rowan
Co~ntians ... and that was

pulpwood. This call for more
wood during WW II would
greatly affect many people in
Rowan County.
Uncle Sam needed trees to
help wage war
In December 1943, "Uncle
Sam" appealed for 30,000,000
more trees to enlist in the
"Army of Pulpwood Trees for
War."It was pointed out these
trees were urgently needed in
order to get the materials
from the home front to the
war front in order to
"annihilate the Axis."
The War Production Board
issued a call for a minimum of
13,000,000 more cords of
pulpwood which would be
needed to meet military and
essential civilian needs for the

Christmas Shopping?
Give a signed copy of one of author Jack Ellis' books
about early Morehead and WW II Heroes
Morehead Memories: True Stories From Eastern Kentucky
Patriots and Heroes: Eastern Ky. Soldiers of WW II.
Alpha M. Hutchinson: The Biography of A Man and His Community
Local book signings include:
University Bookstore
Dec. 2, 4-7 p.m.
St. Claire Gift Shop
Dec. 3, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Appalachian Arts & Crafts Festival
Dec. 4, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
or call 784-7473.

coming year. But they feared
they would fall short by
2,500,000 cords unless timber
men and farmers sharply
stepped up their production.
The War Production Board
. pointed out that if we fail, our
fighting forces will suffer,
pointing out that Kentucky
was an important producer of
pulpwood. The Board also
pointed out that they believed
Kentucky would , do its share
to help the war effort just as it
was doing its share to provide
men for our armed services.
Mr. C. L. Knapton, head of
the Pulp and Paper Company
of Covington, Virginia, pointed
out that pulpwood was used in
the
manufacturing
of
smokeless powder, rayon and
paper parachutes to drop
paper flares. It was also used
in making V boxes which
carry food, blood plasma
containers, camouflage nets
and
airmen's
vests.
Everything was shipped in
cardboard or wooden boxes.
Also many trees were needed
for all of the paper used for
recor.ds and communications
during the, war.
Pulpwood loggers essential
occupation
Mr. Knapton pointed out
that one small tree would
make enough smokeless
powder to propel fifty of the
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orehead
Woodin war

Dr. Jack
Ellis is a
retired
Morehead
State
University
Library ,
director and
a retired
minister.
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Heavily forested hilis surrounding Morehead, 1940s

Navy's 16 inch projectiles from
ship to shore to soften up
coastal defenses before our
troops landed. Also one small
tree would make 350 weather
proof containers for shipping
blood plasma to distant

See WOOD on C-4
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·Wood

From C-1
mills began operating at full
steam.

battlefields where it was used
to save the lives of wounded
warriors. One tree would also
make
113
solid
fiber
containers for the renowned
K-rations used to feed the
, trool?s. (This writer had no
idea when I opened a K-ration
package it might have come
from a tree inRowan County.) .
There soon appeared what
was called "The U.S. Victory
Pulpwood Campaign" that had
the
backing
of
all
Departments of Government
including the War Manpower
Commission which classified
pulpwood
as
essential
occupation which provided the
way for Draft Boards to defer
full time pulpwood cutters
from military service. Also,
they_ could get extra gasoline,

Ground hog s·a wmill in Rowan County, 1940s
truck tires and other rationed farmers and tim ber men
. readily answered this nation's
material for their work.
urgent call for wood . There
Rowan loggers responded . were already many steam and
gasoline powered , family
to nation's call
Rowan County, once known sawmills in the county as well
as the hardwood capital of as an experienced labor force.
Kentucky, also had many Rowan readily answered the
prime pine forests acres .call for more pulpwo od as
perfect for pulpwood. Local these small ~Ground -Hog"

investigate to see if it was
actually a sawmill. They were
told it was only ground hogs
Local resident Wilbur making coffee - that's where
Hardin was a young teenager that old saying came from.
during that time who recalled · Wilbur helped his grandfather
his grandfather Zachary operate his steam powered
Taylor McKenzie operated one sawmill until he entered the
of those small steam powered Army during WW II. Later his
"Ground Hog" sawmills near grandfather closed the mill
Warrix Run and Ramey's and sold it for scrap iron. That
Creek in southern Rowan even helped the war effort
County. The mill was self- more.
sustaining in that it burned
the slabs it sawed, making
steam to run the mill. The Harvesting pulpwood good
name came from
s m a 11 forest management
moonshine stills that were
It was pointed out that
called "Ground Hog" stills farmers with woodland tracts
perhaps because Revenue had a unique chance to serve
Agents often would see the their country and turn idle
steam coming from up in the acres into cash. Also, the
hills from a sawmill and think judici,o us thinning of the
it was· a· moonshine still and woodlands increased the value

of _the remaining trees. This
program was also treated as a
salvage
program
·by
harvesting
trees
that
otherwise might go to waste
went to war. It was considered
good . management of the
nation's forest.

Rowan Countia1,1s haV:e
always been quick to answer a
call from their country. In
December 1943, it was the
farmers, loggers, · and sawmill
operators that responded.
They kicked it up a notch
working in the woods for the
war effort, therel:>y, helping· \o
win that war.
::~
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Timber Garden of Kentucky
the upper Licking in Morgan
and Floyd counties mined coal
and shipped it down river for
"Let them be
of sale. It was used in the early
iron furnaces to make iron and
wood and drawers of water"
steel.
It was also
Perhaps the first white men used by the early blacksmiths
to visit any part of Fleming to heat their iron and steel.
County was General William The first boat load of coal was
Thompson and his surveying floated down the Licking in
]M48. The coal was unloaded
party from Pennsylvania.
Among those surveyors ·at Clayville and hauled by
were Colonel James Perry, wagon to Cynthiana where it
James Hamilton and Joshua was sold for 21 cents per
Archer. According· to Collins' bushel.
The second load was in
History of Kentucky, they
were in Fleming County 1849 and was a 900 pound
between July 26 - November boat load from Morgan County
to lower Blue Licks. There it
15, 1776.
Rowan County was later was hauled over land by
formed out of Fleming and wagon to Paris (Kentucky). It
Morgan Counties. What is now brought 23 cents per bushel.
Morehead and Farmers were The land provided a good
livelihood for those early
in Fleming County.
settlers and the river provided
a spring time road to market
Early settlers arrive with
their coal, timber and furs.
land grants
The earliest residents
Forest filled with
settled in what is now Rowan
hardwoods
County in the 1 780s with land
The forest land of early
grants for their services in the
Rowan County with its
Revolutionary War.
The earliest land grants in gigantic virgin timber was a
this area were along the magnificent sight. Those
Licking River in 1780s. Since Appalachian hardwood stands
of towering oaks and cool
Kentucky had not become a shaded
coves of lofty clear
state those land grants were poplar and
lustrous green
listed in Fayette County, hemlock were
probably the
Virginia.
most beautiful forests on
Those early grantees.settled earth.
up river and down river from
It was no wonder that
Crossroads (Farmers). Among Rowan County was called
those first settlers in Farmers "The Timber Garden of
were Major Brian, Nick Kentucky". One reporter who
McIntyre, Jim Tabor, Vinie rode the train to Morehead
Calvert and P. Alley.
from Ashland in 1881,
Those earliest - settlers proclaimed Rowan's forest
found everything here they "Beautiful
beyond ·
ne ede d to surv ive, s o t hey • ........,, <!:3.n-.;_,..,,o+.; _ ,.... o,..,.rl Vn -., h o r1 + n.

By Jack D. Ellis

Special to The Morehead News
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Powers. Mr. Powers writes:
"The first sawmill located in
Rowan County was a water
powered upright sawmill built
near what is now Clearfield
about 1820.
I ts owner, Dixon Clack, also
operated a water powered
grist mill and general store.
Mr. Clark owned two slaves, a
man called "Old Jim" and a
woman called "Sueky." Strong
male slaves were valued at
$1,250 to $1,500 and female
slaves about $500.
Between May 30 and
Augµst 1, 1833, an Asiatic
cholera epidemic struck
Fleming County (remember
Rowan was a part of Fleming
at that time). It was later
determined that the cholera
was carried by men on board a
ship from the far east. T h e y
came up the Mississippi and
Ohio Rivers to Maysville, and
on· to Fleming County. It was
reported that "during the
epidemic, whole families were
completely wiped out."
Twelve in one family , and
10 in another all died within
48 hours and were buried in
one common grave without
winding sheet or coffin." It
was reported in Collins'
History of Kentucky that
cholera killed 68 in Fleming
County in 1833. That was one
in 10 people who di ed that
year.
Sawmill and grist mills
One of the reasons Rowan
County developed was because
of the many streams within its
borders t,hat supplied water
powered mills.
In 1850 there was a large
grist mill located at Gills Mills
about two miles up river from
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Oliv;r Caudill, oldest son of Samuel B. and Amanda Hall Caudill with his trusty team
of h'lrses working in the log woods of Rowan. Photo taken in 1901 shows harvesting of
Rowan timber garden.
t
om Greenbriar County,
·a around 1800.
wan involved in
Mexican War
On August 31, 1847 a
requisition was sent to
Ke~¼ucky ~or two more
regunents of mfantry to serve
in the Mexican War.
In less than three weeks,
two aompanies were formed
from Fleming County and
reported for duty August 21,
1817. One of those companies
was from the Licking River

valley section and was
commanded by Captain
· Leander M. Cox.
It was said that Captain
Cox's company had 26 men
that were six feet tall or taller.
It would appear that those
early corn-fed soldiers grew
much taller than the average
in those days.
Even before Rowan became
a county in the 1850s, the first
commercial sawmill to saw in
any great volume was set up
by those early timber men on
the
Licking
River
at

•

Crossroads (Farmers).
Only the giant poplar,
hemlock, and some oak that
were easily accessible to the
Licking River were felled and
floated down river during
spring floods to the mill.
The poplar floated well, was
easily sawed and worked, and
brought a good pric'e. It was
used extensively for building
in those early days. It was not
uncommon to find poplar
boards 36" wide in those early
log cabins floors.
To Be Continued
•
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qmcKly sett1ea aown a10ng tne
Licking River. They derived
their livelihood either directly
or indirectly from the land and
the river.
Those early settlers said
"Rowan County abounded
with wild turkey , deer and
bear within easy hunting
range and the streams were
filled with fish for the taking."
Chestnut and red oak mast
(acorns) fed and fattened the
hogs, and the wild pea vines
that grew in the coves served
as food for cattle and sheep
until the land could be cleared
for pasture.
The virgin timber that was
cleared for pasture land was
·used to build log houses and
log barns that provided shelter
for people and farm animals.
If a family needed a little
ready cash for taxes or a few
"store bought" goods they
could hew barrel staves or
tobacco sticks. Later on they
were able to hew cross ties as ·
railroads expanded into.
Kentucky. ,
A river highway for coal
and logs
The Licking River was the
first highway through the
region and th~ early pioneers
used it to float logs down river
where they were sold and
sawed.
Also, the early settlers on

see it to understand its beauty
and was still untouched by
saw and axe."
Forest fires were practically
unknown in 'that day and
time . The floor of the forest
stayed damp and cool shaded
by tbe dense leafy canopy
overhead.
Also, the early settlers
made their fences from split
rails and it was each
landowners prime concern
that those fences did not burn.
Those early settlers had an
innate sense of respect for
those pristine forests and were
very careful about controlling
fire.
Although the sharp ring of
axes biting into giant trees
and the rasping of two-men
crosscut saws began to echo
across Rowan County, there
was no commercial timber
cutting until the latter half of ·
the 19th century.
Beginning around around
1850 land -owners in close
proximity to the upper Licking
River began to cut trees, build
rafts, and float them down
river to sawmills. Also logs
were floated down some of the
smaller tributaries of the
Licking.
In fact, the earliest
reference this writer can find
of a sawmill in Rowan County
was
an
unpublisµed
manuscript written by J.H.

It was located just below the ,
Ragland Oil Fields on the
Rowan County side of the
river.
In addition to grinding
wheat and corn, they also
carded wool. Mark Gill , Sr.
owned the land and the mill.
Mr. Gill also owned and
worked "several" slaves. The
river flooded ·often and the
powerful current washed out
the mill, but the owner would
usually rebuild.
By 1850 there was also a
water powered grist mill near
where Christy Creek enters
Triplett C;reek. Christy Creek
was named for two early
Rowan County settlers,
Ambrose Christy and Louden
Christy.
Ambrose lived at what later
became known as the Cogswell
farm, and Louden lived at
what later became known as
the Jack Carter farm .
Another early resident of
what later became known -as
Redburn was Henry Powers.
Mr. Powers was a wealthy
man and owned many slaves.
He was known as a "high
liver.".;Another early resident of the
Rod burn area was James A.
Nickell. Mr. Nickell was the
father of Robert Nickell and
their farm was near where the
Morehead Tobacco Warehouse
is located. Mr. Nickell moved

Photo taken in 1897 shows employees at an early lumber mill at Farmers-The .Timbe
Crossroad of Kentucky.
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ALL AROUND KENTUCKY

Big trees a__e~
a \ll!ry big deal
They anchor
property, span
the generations
class, today's topic is: Big
0 kay
trees and the things we think
we know about them.
*Number one assumption,
the highest numbers of big trees are
found in the states that have the
most forests. Not necessarily.
Florida with all its sandy beaches
is the state leader among national
champion big trees, with 163 species to its credit.
California is second with
102, and two seemingly arid southwestern states, Arizona (84) and
Texas (80) are third and fourth.
Kentucky with all its forests
has just six.
*Okay, in Kentucky, the
highest number of state champion
big trees, we assume, would be
found in one of the mountain counties where forests cover most of the
land. Not so. Jefferson County is
tops with nine state champion big
trees and Fayette County is in second place with five.
*One last try. Surely, the big
trees are primarily found in incredibly hard to get to places, deep in
the hollows of Kentucky's most remote areas.
Sometimes. But oddly
enough, of Kentucky's six national
champs, two are on farms, one borders a golf course and one is in
downtown Owensboro.
Despite the possible miscon-

This Pignut Hickory in Todd County shows an impressive crown spread.
ceptions, big trees are a source of
fascination to many, both for their
sheer size and their longevity. Trees
often anchor residential or even
farm properties, and many date
back two, three or more generations, lending a wistful air of sentimentality to their stately forms.
Mark Lee is the point man
for big trees at the Kentucky Divi-

sion of Forestry office in Frankfort.
Lee normally works to educate
landowners about forest stewardship and growth, but he finds time
in his hectic schedule to receive,
catalog and verify reports of newly
discovered big trees across the commonwealth.
And once every other year,
he compiles a list of nominations for

national big tree awards as recognized by American Forests, a Washington-based organization which
helps people plant and care for trees
for ecosystem restoration and
healthier communities.
Kentucky's six currently
reigning national champion trees
and their locations are: Sycamore,
Montgomery County; Bur Oak,
Bourbon County; Pin Oak, Bell
County; Shumard Oak, Powell
County; Sassafras, Daviess County;
and Shellbark Hickory, Greenup
County.
Big trees are determined
through three measurementsheight, circumference of the trunk
at chest height, and crown spread.
Points are ' awarded for each measurement category and totaled for
the tree's final ranking.
Verifications on big trees can
be a challenging process, Lee notes.
Difficult terrain is often an obstacle,
and estimating height. is virtually
impossible without the proper instruments.
Identifying species can be
tricky as well, even for trained foresters. Some varieties of oaks, for
instance, can fool even seasoned
woods veterans, and may be positively verifiable only through laboratory analysis.
Still, forestry officials field
a substantial v9lume of big tree reports, and Lee says they've long
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Cont. from page 12
sought a way to make it easier for
landowners or tree watchers to
know if a particular tree might be a
qualifier for champion status.
A new system now under
development at the Forestry
Division's Frankfort office will allow
individuals to do a quick online computation that will indicate if their
trees have a shot at making the big
tree list.
"We field a lot of calls about
trees, and it's impossible for us to
chase them all down," Lee said.
"This new system when it's up and
going in a few months will help us
out a lot with responding to peoples'
questions."
Sometimes the inquiries

have to do with more than just sentiment or curiosity. Lee says that
public construction or highway
project planners often consult with
forestry officials if large or historically significant trees might be impacted.
Such was the case in 1957,
when the now national champion
sassafras, located on Frederica
Street in downtown Owensboro,
was threatened by a street widening project. The construction crew
was about to cut down the tree to
make way for the pavers, but a local citizen, Mrs. O.W. Rash, in a celebrated stand, reportedly held off
the crew with a shotgun until a call
from Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler
saved the day. A protective retaining wall was added to the project,
and the tree is still thriving. Its age
is estimated at 300 years, and it is
considered one of Owensboro's bestknown landmarks.
Another historic tree in Kentucky is the national champion Bur
Oak growing in Bourbon County.
It is estimated to be more than 500
years old, which means it was a sapling when Columbus first arrived
on America's shore. Still vigorous,
the tree now stands at 96 feet in

Bell County rores rmge, Lem Johnson and his daughter Kirra at
the base of the national champion Pin Oak near Middlesboro.
height, with a circumference of322
inches, or almost 27 feet.
The national champ Pin Oak
at Middlesboro Country Club golf
course is 134 feet tall with a 240
inch circumference. The Sycamore
in Montgomery County is 85 feet
tall, with a massive 440-inch circumference. The circumference

readings ar_e computed at 4 TI feet
from the ground.
The actual formula for measuring big trees involves a point
system which awards 1 point for
each foot of height, a point for each
inch of circumference, and points
for crown spread determined by averaging the length in feet of the
tree's drip line at its widest and narrowest points, divided by four.
As to the question of why our

biggest trees are often found in
farm or urban-style settings, Lee
says that is a product of the way
trees feed themselves. In densely
forested areas, trees are closely
spaced, and they compete with each
other for the available nutrients.
They tend to grow up and not out,
w . h __,,....,..,......,.,,JP.ea.n
p oci
better quality logs, but don'
achieve their potential for overall
size.
On farms or in urban areas,
other trees may be cleared away,
allowing for a spreading crown.
More leaves mean more food to the
tree, which means greater growth.
And they're protected, either for
their shade, their perceived value
for the property or their intrinsic
value to the owner.

Morehead district forester Charlie Saunders is dwarfed by the
national champ Sycamore in Montgomery County.
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PERFECTION
is the ultimate goal

DK KNIGHT

I

n a style reminiscent of Elmer Gantry, the preacher at the country
church went on and on about the perfection of Jesus. The overflow
crowd was riveted to his every word. In an emotional overflow, he
asked, "Is there anybody here who claims to be perfect?" He deliberately let
the question linger in the hushed quietness. Then, an elderly gentleman
seated near the back slowly rose to his feet. Surprised, the preacher blurted,
"Sir, do you claim to be perfect?" The old man grinned and replied, "No,
reverend. I'm simply standing in for my wife's first husband."
There arc no perfect husbands, and there arc no perfect sawyers either.
As skilled as they arc, they often make costly mistakes.
This was pointed out recently in an article carried by C11ntuli11n fflJod
Products. The article noted that while hardwood log quality has dwindled in
eastern Canada in the last 10 years, most mill owners continue to process
logs with the same technology they used in the mid '80s. They apparently
arc skeptical about the ROI of new-age technology and/or doubt that it
can outperform their highly skilled machine operators.
But studies conducted by Forintek Canada Coip., a government supported research group, were very telling. Forintek systematically analyzed key
machine centers and the potential benefits that could be derived from optimization. It measured production efficiency in manually controlled hcadrig
carriages and other machine centers and compared results with oprimi'Y':d
results obtained by simulators. At the head.rig, operator errors came in on
the high side. Efficiency varied with carriage operators, but the best of
those evaluated still made a wrong decision 37% of the time!
Experts indicated that total elimination of such errors would generate
additional revenues of $200,000 in a mill cutting lOMMBF per year. They
contended that since 3D optimization of the carriage can be installed for
just under $300,000, it would appear to be a viable investment, considering
productivity gains advanced by reduced loading and positioning time. They
pointed out that mills equipped with bull edgers or other downstream conversion machinery would benefit even more because of more throughput.
Today's labor pool is not what it used to be. Log costs and quality arc
not what they uscdfto be. Advancing technology has enabled many mill
owners to deal more effectively with these issues and thus they arc in a
better position to compete. As pointed in a Southern Lumberman story
not so long ago, improving performance at the head.rig can be as simple
as adding computerized sctworks or as sophisticated as installing a statcof-thc-art optimization system.
A mill owner in Mississippi recently related how a veteran sawyer fussed
and fumed over his decision to install high-tech optimization at the carriage. Six months after it was up and running the sawyer remarked that he
would quit before going back to the previous system.
Although I've never operated a hcadrig, I can relate to the sawyer's position. I'd quit writing before again "bellying up" to the manual Royal typewriter that I banged on 25 years ago. A better alternative would be a latelife move into the ministry. Hmmmmm. By the way, just out of &irn~ to
sawyers everywhere, there arc no perfect preachers either.
SL
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Addison M. Burt, foundei: of Bui:t Lumber Co. in
Washington, Ga., died December 30 at age 85 .
Burt began sawmilling in 1954, purchasing a
portable sawmill and setting it up in the woods of
Wilkes County, Georgia. In the early '60s, Burt
leased 10 acres and put up his first stationary sawmill
to manufacture hardwood and softwood lumber. A
few years later he was able to buy the land which is
the present location of Burt Lumber Co. A short
time later, Burt purchased one of the first Chip-NSaw lines in the state and began sawing only southern yellow pine. Through the years he added a dry
kiln, a planer mill, and, in 1983, a treating plant.
Burt eventually turned over daily operations to his
grandsons, Burt and Barry Goolsby.
Burt was also a great family man and highly
respected member of the community. He was active
in local, state and national politics, having served as a
member of the Washington City Council, chairman
of the Wilkes County Republican Party, director of
the Chamber of Commerce , and once honored as
Small Businessman of the Year in Georgia. He served
as executive director of the Southeastern Lumber
Manufacturers Assn. and also on the Grading and
Standards Committee;
Burt served in the U.S. Army from 1944~1946.
He was a member of Mt. Zion Methodist Church
and was serving as Chairman of The Board of
· Trustees.
Only a few days prior to his death he and his wife
Louise (Dunaway) celebrated their 66th wedding
anniversary.
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Shuqualak Lumber Co., Shuqualak, Miss., continues to move forward on a possible project ·to build a
$140 million plant in Lauderdale County that will
implement TimTek technology in the production of
an engineered lumber/beam product. The State has
approved a bonding bill providing infrastructure
...money. The East Mississippi Business Development
Corp. board approved
plans to option 250 acres
in the G.V. (Sonny)
Montgomery Industrial
Park where the plant
could locate.
The TimTek technology (once known as Scrimber) originated in Australia in the mid-1970s. Georgia-Pacific researched the
technology but never built a plant. Two former G-P
executives, Walter Jarck and Dave Mortensen, have
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been marketing the technology in a partnership
arrangement with the Australian government, TimTek
Australia Pt. Ltd. Tbey collaborated with Mississippi
State University in the startup of a TimTek demonstration plant in late 2003, and MSU has been instrumental in further product development.
The production process debarks small diameter trees
(generally 3-8 i.p.) and then crushes them into long
strands with a scrimming machine. The mat of fibers is
dried, and an exterior type adhesive is applied. The
material is pressed in a steam injection hot press,
before sawing to size The finished product offers high
strength properties and can be produced in long
lengths and substantial thicknesses and widths, and can
compete with conventional beams and timbers.
The plant operation could be called Loblolly
Industries, LLC, a division of Shuqualak Lumber Co.
TimTek Australia is continuing to market the technology to other interested parties.
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Trend in-Hardwood ;Flo~ring
•~-, ~pected To eontinue l
Hardwood flooring shipments reached nearly
673MMBF in 2004, the highest level for shipments
since 1966, according to NOFMA: The Wood Flooring Manufacturers Assn. The 2004 shipments level
reflects a steady upward trend in flooring shipments
that has been ongoing since 1991. NOFMA attributes the strong nun1bers to enduring popularity of
wood floors and the continued strength of new
home construction and residential remodeliq.g.
NOFMA also believes the trend toward "green" or
environmentally friendlier building practices has
helped fuel demand for wood . More consumers,
builders and architects are using hardwood flooring
because of its environmental attributes. Like all wood
products, hardwood flooring comes from a renewable resource, making it inherently sustainable. Wood
fl.ooring is also a significant contributor to improved
indoor air quality and reduced allergens.
Also, as demand for environmentally certified
building products grows, flooring manufacturers are
working to fulfill that demand. Environmental certification refers to the process by which third-party certification agencies, such as the Sustainable Forestry
Initiative (FSI) and tl1ose accredited by the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC), attest to the environmental claims of product manufacturers and distribu- ..,
tors . These third party certifying agencies establish
guidelines for the responsible management of forests
and systems for tracking wood products derived from
such forests tlrrough the manufacturing and distribution,system. Of the two certification programs, FSC
is the most recognized among end users but also the
most difficult for flooring manufacturers to participate in. The biggest hurdle NOFMA members face
in this realm is the lack of FSC-certified lumber on
tl1e market that is suitable for flooring.
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We invite you to join us at the Wood Industry Forum in Seattle.
We'll be speaking on the Use of Technology for Better Decision-Making and also exhibiting at booth 512.

Canada & United States 1 800 923-1953
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in all aspects
Double cut headrig has increased production while cutting out wasted motion.

The Harold White operations
leave no stone unturned from
the sawmill to millwork retail.
oftwood lumber sawmills receive most of
the attention for the work they do in the
filing room, but Harold White Lumber,
Inc. in Morehead, Ky. has stepped up as a hardwood sawmill operation with filing room capabilities and an emphasis on sawing performance
that takes a back seat to no one.
"We've tried to stay as current as possible
with equipment. We believe in reinvesting
profits into the mill," says Ray White, President of Harold White Lumber, referring not
only to the filing room technology but
machine centers throughout the mill.
The town of Morehead boasts a surprising
number of sawmills for its size, but one of the

S
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The filing room has implemented a quarter of a million dollars
in equipment. The payback should make it worthwhile.

largest operations is Harold White Lumber,
Inc. and Harold White Millworks, Inc. The
partn~r companies are set together on a 110
acre parcel, with the hardwood sawmill producing l0MMBF annually and the millworks
operation processing approximately l .2MMBF
of the sawmill 's production along with a

minor amount of purchased lumber. T h e combined businesses employ 98.
T he sawmill produces 95% ¾ with the balance in ¾,¾ and¾. Nearly 70% of species production is red and white oak (with much.of
the latter exported), along with poplar (18%),
and smaller amounts of cherry, walnut, hard
and soft maple, and ash.
The millworks business manufactures interior
hardwood millwork, paneling, casework, elliptical
arches and fingerjoint blanks for running paint
grade molding. This end of the business also
offers pre-hung doors-bringing in the door
blanks, producing the jambs, hanging the doors
and applying the hardware with an automatic
door machine. The company is putting a lot of
emphasis on manufacturing value-added and finished products-closing the loop so to speak.

sive, the payback in the long run is favorable.
We're real pleased with what we're seeing."
Paul Conn is the head saw filer, whom White
says has been "a wonderful asset to the company."
Switching to Stellite tipped saws and kerf
reduction have been two areas of emphasis for
Conn. He notes that while it takes a little
longer to grind Stellite tipped saws, production
and saw longevity have been worth it. He says
that a Stellite tipped saw can run five to eight
hours before changing, whereas other saws
were changed three times a shift.
Kerf is ranging from .155 in . to .120 in.
Running the thinner kerf Stellite saws has
resulted in increased run times, reduced
washboard and increased quality and yield.
Conn notes that the old circle saw mill ran a
%2 in. kerf, or .281.

Major Investment

Double Cutting Headrig

But this activity downstream hasn't meant that
the company has taken its eyes off matters far
upstream . Sawing performance has received the
utmost atten tion with a quarter million dollar
equipment upgrade in the sawmill filing room .
New equipment is mostly Armstrong, including
a Vari-Sharp CNC band saw sharpener, another
Vari-Sharp band saw sharpener for double cut
saws, a Side Pro dual side grinder, and a #85
Autotip automatic hard tipping machine for the
application of Stellite tips. Harold White Lumber
purchased the equipment from Menominee Saw &
Supply Co. of Menominee, Mich. The filing room
also operates a Simonds band saw leveler.
"To stay efficient and stay competitive in
today's market, you have to go with this technology," White says. "Although it's very expen-

The mill's most recent project was converting
the headrig to double-cut. Combined with thinner kerf, the headrig is gaining on production
and yield, reducing waste, while doing so at no
increase in production cost.
The switch to a double cut headrig required the
installation of an additional live roll case in front of
the saw as well as the relocation of the log turner.
The band wheels had to be grmmd to take off tl1e
center bevel to allow the saw to rw1 equal when
the log is pulling into and returning back through
the saw via the carriage. In consultation with
McDonough Manufacturing, the air strain on the
band was changed and band saw tension was modified. RPM on the wheels was increased, which
increases the number of sawing lines per minute.
The project should increase production 12-17%
Southern Lumberman •
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due to the reduction in wasted motion (or the more efficient use of motion such as in
dropping a board on the
return of the carriage) and
through kerf savings at the
headrig of 3-4%. Also,
reduced kerf at the downstream linebar resaw could
increase yield 5% there.
The sawmill has implemented Accuracut Model
CD 50 deviation detectors on the headrig and
linebar for constant monitoring of band saw performance. Sawyers are
notified when the saw
begins to deviate and th ey
gain greater understanding of how saws perform
with various species and at
various temperatures.
"With the raw supply
cost increasing, it is more
important now than ever to
efficiently find ways of producing more lumber, while
reducing waste at the same
production cost," White
says. "What we've done
should accomplish this
using existing mill equipment with the exception of
the required filing room
support investment."

Company founder Harold White, right, with longtime employee Milton Hamilton .

.......
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degrade due to stain and insects.
From the yard, Caterpillar log lifts transport logs
to an HMC rosserhead debarker, The debarker is
set apart from the mill, and at least a shift worth of
debarked logs is kept on hand to keep the mill running in case of debarker breakdown. Bark is sent to
local mulch companies in Morehead.
Debarked logs are loaded onto a live deck and
mounted on a Corley carriage/McDonough bandmill headrig, which performs the double cut. Cants
pass to a McDonough linebar resaw for sizing to ¾
lumber. (The bandmills use Simonds band saws.)
Boards go to a Corley edger and Corley drop saw
trin1mer, then out to the green chain for the first
grading. A single grader works the green chain,
entering data into a handheld computer.
The sawmills runs a 60 in. Fulghum chipper
with Simonds knives.
In the summer, rough green lumber is dipped in
ISK Biocides' Nex-Gen chemical to prevent staining. Boards go to an Automated Lumber Handling
stacker with manual stick placement. Stacks are
placed in air drying T-sheds for 30-90 days before
being dried in one of multiple SII and Nardi dry
kilns with total capacity of 500MBF per charge.
Kilns are fired by a Hurst hybrid boiler system,
which uses sawdust produced by the mill as fuel
and provides steam and heat for the kilns and warehouses. White notes that as kerf has decreased, saw-

dust volume has declined more than 20 tons per
week, resulting in HWL having to purchase one to
two loads of sawdust a week to fire the boiler.
After reaching a moisture content of 6-8%,
packs are disassembled and boards are reinspected
for kiln defects and graded again. The planer mill
includes a Yates-American B-26E double head
unit with auto infeed and outfeed. Packages are
manually strapped and painted with a logo, then
go to warehouses to await shipment. HWL has a
fleet of trucks and also contracts trucking from a
local company. Hyster forklifts transport lumber _
to and from the various stations.
The mill runs one 10 hour shift five days a
week, with a half day shift on Saturday for maintenance or special sale orders.

Millworks Side
HWM consumes about 12 % of the lumber
produced by HWL. The o peration comprises
fingerjointing, molding, u nfin ished fl ooring,
door-hanging and many o ther custom products. Lee says that HWM started fingerjointing four years ago as a way to produce a
value-added product. All clear m aterial for
the molders is ripped and cu t to a specific size
and length required by the profiles . The
remaining material is fingerjointed and

Company History
Four generations of the
Left to right, the White brothers-Ray, Mike and Lee- oversee daily operations.
White family have worked in
the lumber business. In each
domestic lumber sales. Another son, Richard,
generation there has been one who split off to
operates a veneer log broker business adjacent
form a new company. Harold White followed this
the family lumber operation. Their father
path in 1968, when he started Harold White
Harold is "semi-retired," along with their mothLumber (HWL) as a wholesale yard, buying and
er, Barbara, who is now a part-time secretary.
reselling lumber from other mills, employing six.
In 1977 he built a circle sawmill, which was
replaced by a band mill in 1989.
Sawmill Side
After experiencing a recession in the mid-'70s,
White realized the need for market diversification.
The company owns less than 1,000 acres of
timberland tracts, leaving timber procurement for
This led to the company building its first dry kilns
and entering the export markets. Today, 30% of
mostly private timberland by dozens of independent loggers within 150 miles of the yard. Log
lumber produced is exported. As demand increased,
a linebar resaw was installed in 1994. The sawmill
buyer Brandon Barker scales each log, separates
by species, grade and length, and marks it with a
received a major overhaul during the latter part of
bar code, entering the information into a handthe 1990s including a new shotgun feed system and
held computer with Forestry Systems software to
linear carriage optimization on the headrig.
It was also in 1989 when four of Harold's
enable the company to track each log from arrival
to finlshed product. Logs are scanned for metal
children-Ray, Mike, Lee and Jan-started
using MDI handheld devices prior to sorting.
Harold White Millworks (HWM). Today, Lee is
HWL generally keeps l.5 -l.75MMBF oflogs on
the President and General Manager of HWM, as
hand. In the summer, tl1e log yard is watered with
Ray is for HWL, with Jan as the secretary treassprinklers to extend inventory time and reduce
urer. Mike heads log procurement, export and
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this is all part of making their customers' orders
more complete. HWM also features a retail
showroom on site, with four salespeople.

Safety, Employee Status

Harold White Millworks' door shop includes a Norfield Industries Magnum door hanger.

primed for paint grade markets.
The millworks side operates a Mereen-Johnson gang rip saw, Paul Saw Systems cut-up optimizer, Weinig Hydromat 23 and Unimat 1000
molders, along with a Weinig Rondamat knife
profile grinder, a Doucet fingerjointer and Western Machinery fingerjoint grinder.
Lee says that much of what the millworks
business produces is customized for customers,
but the company does keep a large selection of
standard profiles on hand. Also on the millworks side is the door shop. HWM makes its
own door jambs and hangs doors with a Norfield Industries Magnum door hanger. Lee says

The Harold White family has grown from six
employees in 1968 to almost 100 in 2005 . With
such a large number, workplace safety is paramount.
HWL employs a full-time human resources/safety
director, Paul Kornman. Kornman worked at HWL
as he put himself through college, then joined the
company full-time after he graduated.
HWL is also part of the Kentucky Forest
Industries Workers' Compensation Fund, a selfinsurance fund that the company was instrumental in establishing in 1993. Ray serves as a trustee
on the board. The fund now has 93 participating
companies with a total of 7,000 employees. It has
been instrumental in reducing premiums and is
proactive with safe employee practices. Ray says,
"We take great pride because we really emphasize
safety and low loss ratios. We've been recognized
by the state for our success."
Employee tenure at the Harold White facility is
usually a long one. Ray notes that right now the
company is going through some attrition as older
employees retire. The company has an apprentice
program that allows new workers to train with
experienced ones to help fill the gaps.

One of the longest running employees is Milton Hamilton, yard manager. He has faithfully
served by Harold White's side for 50 years,
including many years before the current business
was established. Another valuable employee is
Brenda Blanton, head bookkeeper, who has
been employed by HWL for 35 years.
The company prides itself on its Simple IRA
Retirement Fund that each employee owns and
controls. The company contributes and matches
3% of employee gross wages. The company also
subsidizes 45% of health care coverage. In addition, the company pays a year end bonus and provides paid vacations and holidays.

Industry Issues
The Harold White companies have been affected by recent upswings in preservationist activities
on the nearby Daniel Boone National Forest. At
one time, Mike says, about 70% of the wood coming into the mill came from the Daniel Boone NF
which comprises more than 50% of the forestland
surrounding the Morehead area. Today there is no
active timber harvesting in the DBNF.
"These groups are well organized, well thought
out. They know how to manipulate the system and
have been successful in doing that with the Forest
Service," Mike says. "It's a shame because we're
seeing wonderful assets in the national forests that

are at a great risk for insect infestation, sudden oak
death syndrome, and fire threat."
He emphasizes that the national forests are in a
weakened state .and are poised for potential catastrophic events. The predominant Appalachian oak
forest is changing to maple, sassafras, sweet gum
and other non-native species. "Unfortunately the
Forest Service has been challenged on every venue
to correct these problems," he says.
In response to the growing battle with preservationists, HWL plays an active role in educating the
public about responsible forest management. "Our company has taken the lead in challenging the
preservationists and places critical importance on
science based information," Ray states. "This is our
livelihood and unfortunately there are people out
there trying to take this away from us."
Mike and Ray put a tremendous amount of
focus into education by going to schools and
giving 50 or more tours a year with as many
presentations. "We're very active with writing
letters and staying current with environmental
and forestry issues," Mike says. "Our industry
needs to be more aggressive, centralize communications, spread the word."
HWL emphasizes responsible land management to its contract loggers. It requires one logger on each crew to be a certified Master Logger.
The company also emphasizes landowner education and sustainable forest management.
SL

"With my A6 J 've been
getting
more yield I
I should have bought the A6
a long time ago."
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Nashville
New Orleans
Oklahoma City
Pittsburgh
Richmond
Rock Island

St. Louis
San Antonio
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Bituminous knows the forest products business. For more than 70 years, we have been
providing the insurance protection and responsive services needed for wood-related risks.
Workers compensation, general liability, auto and property coverages are offered at
affordable prices, along with the safety and security of a financially sound A+ company.
Bituminous can give you the comprehensive insurance coverages you need and the
effective service you want. That's what we deliver best - service, from people who
know and care about your business. Our business is knowing your business, so we
can respond to your needs today - and those of tomorrow.
Contact your local independent ,agent for all the facts.
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"There is no wood at all in
the mulch pile, just bark."
"Parts and service from
Nicholson can't be beat.
Their parts people are the
best in the business.,,
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SC ~CHING
the cypress itch
IIDKKnight

Louisiana's
Donald Elder
becomes niche
provider,
introduces new
products.
ituated in the heart of
the rice belt of southwest La., the lovely city
of Crowley may be best known
as the rice capital of the world.
But thanks to innovative lumberman D onald Elder, many
now know it as the place where
high quality-even uniquecypress products originate .
Elder's company, Elder Forest
Products, Inc. (EFP), buys rough,
kiln dried cypress lumber-even
some timbers are processed-and
turns the mix into an extensive
variety of building and industrial
products. Business has been good
for the last few years, driven in
large measure by a hot housing
market and demand for specialty
goods offered by the company.
Armed with decades of sawmill
and lumber wholesale and retail
experience, Elder left the lumber
brokering business after a devastating fire roared through his warehouse in 1997. The tragedy
occurred when Elder's health was
in decline, making a tough time
even tougher. But the veteran persevered, encouraged by his improving physical condition and driven
by the itch of a cypress plan that he
had mentally sketched but never
implemented. Knowing cypress
production at the mill level to be

S

McDonough band resaw makes bevel siding.
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High end Match/Maker products are buffed and wiped with tack cloths before being boxed and shipped.

generally seasonal and sporadic,
Elder envisioned a small plant specializing in turning rough "deep
swamp cypress" into high-end
products. These products would be
marketed through certain distributors that Elder knew well.
It took time, money, hard
work, grit and patience, but the
business eventually took root and
developed. Today EFP makes and
sells everything from timbers to
siding to precision-made pattern
products. It even grinds trim ends
and other scrap and mixes this
material with shavings and sawdust and bales it for resell.

Proprietary Products
Donald Elder, center, shows off cypress products with plant foreman Herb Fox, left, and
In 2003 EFP introduced a prosecretary-treasurer Paul Duhon.
prietary line of Match/Maker paneling, ceiling and flooring, which it
promotes as "the first new cypress
product in 50 years." Available in
eight patterns and several widths
and grades, Match/Maker products are end-matched and produced in increments of two feet.
They are buffed, wiped with tack
cloths, carefully packaged and
shipped in sturdy paper cartons.
Elder, 68, ecstatically relates
well-rehearsed selling points: "It's
a beautiful, finely-machined product that's clean, dust-free and
requires no sanding. Pieces are
packaged in stout paper boxes for
protection during shipping and
handling and at inventory and
installation points. This is convenient for all parties in the supply and
application chain. Lengths are all
end-matched and range from two
to eight feet, so there is near 100%
use for easy application. Cypress
Ground waste is mixed with sawdust and shavings, then is baled and sold.
finishes better than redwood or
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cedar and is more stable than southern pine. And
the cost is typically less than for most similar solid
wood products made from other species."
Despite rising prices for cypress, demand
continues to increase, he says. Shipments of all
product categories largely go to the Southeast
and Midwest, where EFP's distribution network is strongest. "We're indebted to our loyal
distributors for sticking with us and promoting
our products so well," says Elder.

baling machine and Caterpillar and Clark forklifts.
Elder notes that the Italian-made end-matcher
used for Match/ Maker products is essentially a
scaled-down version of a flooring end-matcher and
that the tooling involved cost as much as the
machine itself. "It took us a while to get it right.
We had lots of long days and weak moments, but
it has turned out to be a real winner," relates Elder.
Along the way, EFP added 3,000 sq . ft to the
plant, located at 1726 West Mill St. (337-7382002). The plant has 30,000 sq. ft. under roof
and a loading dock. Rough dry sheds account
for another 15,000 sq. ft.

Investments
EFP's business has ramped up in part because
Elder has invested in machines, technology and
plant space to produce a wider array of products
more efficiently and precisely. Approximate
investment over the last six years is $1.6 million.
Even when not adding or replacing a machine,
Elder budgets about $70,000 annually for
upgrades or smaller purchases.
Largest single investments came in 2003 when a
new 62-inch McDonough vertical band resaw (with
tilt) and a new Friulmac Randomat end-matcher
were purchased. In tl1e previous year, two Ultimizer
Trim-Line saws, complemented with a grade chain
and turntable, were added. Other equipment
includes an SCMI straight-line ripsaw, Weinig
H23C Hydromat molder, 24-inch Extrema double
surfacer, Cresswood grinder, Real-Tuff automatic

General
Depending on the type of products in
demand, the company operates with up to 20
employees, a group that Elder values highly.
"We think we're a good little company to
work for and we are very grateful for the relationship we have with our employees," he
says. A safety incentive program tl1at involves
Wal-Mart gift certificates has been in place for
some time. More recently, a bonus pay plan
that hinges on monthly profits was implemented. Still, attracting and retaining employees is
a challenge, given competition from a number
of local rice mills and a foundry.
Working from a detached office, Elder leads the
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Weining HC23 Hydromat molder is key to producing high quality siding, paneling and flooring products.

charge, putting in long days buying, selling, supergoods are housed in the plant until srupped.
vising, planning, marketing and dealing with the
Except for local and area shipments, finished prodoccasional complaint. He spends hours upon hours
ucts are srupped by common carrier.
on tl1e phone. His wife, Clara, serves as corporate
What's next in the cypress world of Donald
vice president, while on-site accountant Paul Duhon
Elder? He's looking at a line of glued-up products
is secretary-treasurer. Terre Romano is product
that might include upper end columns. "It's all but
manager-sales and Herb Fox is plant foreman.
impossible to buy a good, clear, kiln-dried wooden
Interestingly, the office doubles as a "factory outcolumn these days," he says, pausing to take yet
let" for some of the company's products. However,
another phone call.
SL
to protect distributors,
nothing longer than
seven feet is sold from
this location.
Business Solutions for the
A web site,
i
Lumber Industry
www.elderforest.com,
established several
Register for our next webinar today
months ago, has helped
www.artisinc.com/lumber.htm
drive sales across the
board, Elder reports.
EFP is a member of
the Southern Cypress
Manufacturers Assn. and
has served in various
leadership capacities with
the group.
EFP buys 85% of its
raw material from
sawmills within
-Ex
Louisiana, but has ventured as distant as
-Lu
North Carolina. At
times poor logging conditions in Louisiana may
mean a temporary shift
-Contr,
to states to tl1e east.
Some tin1bers are
'!", Bar,
purchased but lumber,
in 4/4, 5/ 4, 6/ 4 and
8/ 4 tl1icknesses, is the
rule. All timbers and
lumber are stored under
sheds until they are
processed. Finished
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at the gang

D

DougStowell

I

Extraordinary results
achieved by three
family companies.
recision sawing is an over-used description of an under-performed and undervalued task-a task which in sawmilling
and remanufacturing has important economic
impact on the enterprise as each .010-.012 in.
equals a 1% change in wood use, up or down.

P

The Companies
This article is about a successful example
involving three family owned companies who
have melded their particular skills to produce
extraordinary performance. These are: Ceda/Pine
Veneer at Samuels, Id. and its parent, Idaho
Veneer Co. of Post Falls, Id., managed by the
founder's three sons (Pat Malloy, manufacturing
& timber; Dan Malloy, administration; and John
Malloy, marketing); Saw Systems Enterprises of
Jasper, Ore. (Joe, Luella and son Wade Gibson);
and Sonoma Saw, Inc. of Windsor, Calif. ( Gary
Gustafson and daughter Tasha Derum).

Precision Size Control
The Malloys and local mill management at
both Ceda/Pine and Post Falls bring dedication
and determination to succeed at tough challenges
such as precision size control. Sonoma Saw clearly
has the same leadership example, as does Saw Systems, where finding the important pieces to very
precise sawing was a way of life before its corporate history began to be written. The "glue" that
binds the three companies is attention to consistent high quality in their respective products: flat
saw plate edge-to-edge; reliable eye and tooth
configuration; Rockwell hardness; on-time service; and other manufactured items such as saw
guide spacers, discussed later, executed by Sonoma Saw; Saw Systems' excellent carbide bit tolerances and razor sharp mirror finish, tensioning,
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Sonoma Saw manufactured spacers to address sawing errors.

and proprietary tooth designs that match up to
challenging saw applications in all sorts of materials; Idaho Veneer's dependable products in meeting customer use applications.
Idaho Veneer is an interesting study of a well
managed enterprise producing high quality veneer
and lumber products for niche markets in secondary and tertiary manufacturing, both domestic
and international. Those products are dominantly
common grades, with varying quantities of industrials and selects from second-growth Western
white pine logs. Their mix regularly includes lesser volumes of industrial and common grades in
ponderosa and hem/fir species.
Ceda/Pine Veneer, located north of Sandpoint,
saws cants from white pine logs, which are
processed through a gang. The machine itself has
been rebuilt from older side frames . Seats for
arbor, feed and press roll shafts and bearings have
been line-bored; a guide system by Timber
Machine Technologies (TMT) was added, combining spacer and guide arm; accurate sawing in
the log breakdown process provides parallel and
properly opened faces enabling the gang a clear
shot at precise sawing. Attentive maintenance by
local management helped to provide good results.
However, there was uneven saw performance, and
certain other issues that required a look by others.

.

Fine Tuning
Joe Gibson, Saw Systems co-founder, a
proven expert on machine/saw alignment as
well as round saw prep, found some alignment

issues, and that secseven Vollmers in the
ondary spacer pieces
plant), tip angles
required for reduced
were specifically
western white pine
ground to maximize
board sizes were not
performance on
white pine.
flat ( after three
attempts at their
Other extra care
steps are taken in the
manufacture by
other vendors),
topping, facing and
side-grinding
adversely impacting
process. For example,
accuracy. Gibson had
the mill increase
note the stamped Sa\\C
guide surface area
ID in photo which is
articulating with the
also used to index
saws. Saw Systems
the same " daisy
engaged Sonoma
petal"
on the spline
Stamped saw identification is another example of the extra care taken.
Saw to build a set of
at every sharpenin g.
exceptionally flat .096 in. spacers to
Saws are shipped from Ceda/Pine
address the piece-to-piece and
to Jasper to check level and tension ,
"wedge" sawing errors. Gibson
sharpenin g, and tip replacement as
ordered sets of Sonoma .070 in.
needed . Geographic distance
plate saw blanks at 48 Rockwell C
between mill and saw maintenance
having a thickness tolerance of
location requires a few more saws to
accommodate the transportation
+.001/ -.000 in. Saw Systems com"float," but has resulted in reduced
pleted the saws at its Jasper plant,
adding careful tensioning and caroverall saw and prep costs, as well as
bide tips ( at Rockwell C double that
improved performance.
of Stellite®). Using a Vollmer CX
With both precise spacers and
Precision sawing equals greater
100 CNC machine (the newest of
saws installed in the machine and
lumber recovery.

www.forestrysystems.com

fosysi@fore-strysystems.com

Microsoft
Pocket PC

Next Generation LOGSCALER

The LOGSCALER provides log buyers or yard log scalers a handheld that's
easy to use, rugged and accurate.
Log Buyers can have wireless unrestricted travel using iCare Mobility.
It performs when dropped, dunked, baked or frozen , protected by a sealed
die-cast magnesium housing meeting IP-67 standards.
Specie-grade-price file setup for pricing logs/veneer and much more.

Settle on the spot. Able to print (5) detailed Load/log reports with optional FSI printer.
Connects to our YARDMASTER Log System in order to build load/log inventories quickly.
Support calls answered immediately 1-800-868-2559
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Events

lost shoulders, with average life very good.
Capping the process, advanced state-of-theart kiln drying systems, accurate surfacing, and
very consistent lumber grading are managed by
Supt. Jerry Sharp, along with the sawmill and
veneer operation at Post Falls, where uniquely
designed saws from the Sonoma Saw/ Saw Systems association produce smooth high-speed
trimming at the planer.
If there are questions about criteria used to
determine whether "precision" is present in a mill's
sawing processes, or how to get there, don't hesitate to contact the author. One
bit of free advice: use Min/ Max
measurements to check WithinBoard [Sw] and "Wedge" devi~ YATES-AMERICAN
ation.
That's what the planer
MACHINE CO.
sees, not massaged data.
SL

properly cleaned at saw change times, precise,
predictable sizes have become a Ceda/Pine
hallmark.
Dan Campbell, C/ P Supt., has saws changed
every 10 hour shift and has machine alignment
carefully checked every quarter or more often if
size and sawing smoothness merit. Feed speeds
are periodically monitored for smoothness and
consistency. Spacers are checked for damage
and washed as they are re-inserted into the saw
array each shift at saw change. Campbell says
there are basically no saw "wrecks," cracks nor

W.M. Cramer Lumber Co.

me

Woodworking Machines
Planer/Matchers • Surlacers • Rip Saws • End Matchers

Elkins West Virginia
Sawmill & Kilns
MYLES LUMBER CO.

Distribution Centers
Orlando, FL 407.323.3740
Atlanta, GA 770.479.9663

Stock and Custom Tooling
Cutterheads • Planer Knives
Corrugated Knives • Milled to Pattern Bits
Replacement Gibs • Screws • Sleeves

West Coast Sales
626.445.8556

Call or Fax Your Request to:

Hickory North Carolina
Corporate Headquarters
Kilns • Distribution Yard

PHONE:

FAX:

Phone: (828) 397-7481 • Fax: (828) 397-3763
M,
~l

W

www.crarnerlurnber.com

1-800-752-6377
1-608-364-0481

visit our website@ www.yatesamerican.com

jJ

Douglas Stowell, a graduate of
the University of CaliforniaBerkeley, has been an executive
in several wood products companies and a management consultant the past 27 years, with expertise in process control, precision
sawing applications, and kiln
drying. He wrote this article in
collaboration with Sonoma Saw
at Windsor, Calif; 707-5278651; sawco@sonic.net
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April 11-13-Wood Industry Forum:
A Wood Technology Conference and
Exhibitor Event, Washington State
Trade & Convention Center, Seattle.
Call 770-291 -5435 or 800-2419034; web: woodindustryforum.com

MJ

The Finest in Appalachian Hardwoods
Marlinton West Virginia
Sawmill & Kilns

April 7-8-Kentucky Forest Industries Assn.'s annual meeting, Marriott Griffin Gate, Lexington, Ky.
Call 502-695 -3979; web: kfia.org

April 14-15-20thAnnual WMI
Workshop on Design, Operation and
Maintenance of Circular and Band
Saws, Holiday Inn Seattle, Sea-Tac
Airport, Seattle, Wash. Call Ryszard
Szymani, 925-943-5240, e-mail: szy
mani@woodmachining.com;
web:woodmachining.com

l
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June 23-25- Expo 2005, Forest
Products Machinery & Equipment
Exposition, Georgia World Congress
Center, Atlanta. Contact Tanli
Kessler, Exposition Director, Box
641700, Kenner, 1A 70064/ 504443-4464, ext. 222; fax: 504-4436612; e-mail: tkessler @sfpa.org

May 2-6 - LIGNA, World Fair for
the Forestry and Wood Industries,
Hannover Fairground, Hannover,
Germany. In the U .S., contact Brock
McCormack, Hannover Fairs USA,
Inc., 609-987-1202; e-mail: bmc
cormack@hfusa.com. In Germany,
contact Monika Brandt, Deutsche
Messe AG, +49 511 89 31632; email: monika.brandt@messe.de
May 14- Band and Circular
Sawmill Alignment, Lake Erie and
Ontario Sawyers and Filers Assn. ,
C&Z Sawmill, NY Route 23,
Palmyra, NY. Contact Tim Rauber
at Dansville Logging and Lumber,
585-335-5879; e-mail:
dlandl@rpa.net, or call Ken
Kasprzyk, course coordinator,
585-567-2275.

• meets all environmental requirements
• achieves complete combustion of all
carbon material
• capable of burning all biomass up
to 50% moisture
• auto de-ash / minimal maintenance
required
• capable of producing "wann air'',
0~
- ~
"hot water", "steam" and "CHP''
• BTU range from 1,000,000 to 60,000,000

July 25-26-ScanTech 2005: The
11 tl1 International Conference on
Scanning Technology and Process
Optimization, Las Vegas, Nev. Call
Ryszard Szymaili, 925-943-5240; email: szymani@woodmachining.com;
web: woodmachining.com

...,...... ~ .... "om

Sawmill Systems
Pallet Mill Equipment
Material Handling Solutions
Automation / Optimization Systems

1r~

• avallable In electric and diesel
• great for slabs, edgings, pallets, etc.
• capable of producing a finished
product In one pass
• other models available
• proven performance

• Horizontal Grinders
• Hopper Grinders
• Dlesel Powered Grinders

1-800-611-6599

ADVANCED llECYCLING.
1111

Ef l!IPMENT, INC.

DE '

814-834-4470 • 814-834-3483 fax

850 Washington Road • St. Marys, Pennsylvania 15857
www.advancedrecyclingequip.com / e-mail: areinc@alltel.net
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May 15-17 -American Wood-Preservers' Assn. meeting, Royal Sonesta Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Contact Colin McCown at 334874-9800; fax: 334-874-9008;
e-mail: email@awpa.com

• Stao1111~ess IF011111111edl Popo1111g
• Stao1111~ess ~1111teirfol!"S
• Stao1111~ess IHleat IE:xclhia1111ger Ve11111ts
• Stao1111~ess "l11J1rlb>(Q) l11J11b>e'' 1Fa1111s
• A1111(Q)dlozedl Str11J1d11J1ire
• Gahra1111ozedl l[)(Q)(Q)IY' Carroel!"S

MAKE THE QUALITY CALL
Call Belter Built Dry Kilns
toll free 1-866-710-2235 or 859-578-8240
or visit the web www.betterbulltdryldlns.com

May 21 - NHIA one day class for
sawyers, NHLA Educational Center,
Memphis, Tenn. Call NHLA at 901 377-1818; web: natlhard wood.org

1

June 17-18-Timber 2005 Expo,
Penn State University's Larson
Agricultural Research Center, Rock
Springs, Pa. Call 814-863-2873;
web: patimbershow.cas. psu.edu

CORNELL
Cornell Parts and Service
Northeast PA Production Facility
Phone 570-869-1227
Fax 570-869-2198

PENDICQIOX"nM
Pendu Manufacturing Inc.
Corporate Offices
Phone 717 -354-4348
Fax 717-355-2148
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MILL ORK

industry survey
ii
Wood raw material cost is
39% of the cost of doing
business.

T

he millwork market segment consists of
those companies that manufacture doors
and windows, stair parts, blinds, moldings,
and assorted trim. Currently, approximately 75% of
moldings and millwork are made from softwoods,
while 25% are made from hardwoods. The predominant softwood species include ponderosa
pine, Douglas fir, southern pine, true firs, and eastern white pine. Red oak and, increasingly, yellow
poplar are the primary hardwoods used in this

BobSmith, PaulMcDaniels, DavidFell I

market. It was estimated in 2002 approximately
650MMBF of lumber was used in the millwork
and molding market segment.
A study of this industry segment was conducted at Virginia Tech to look at the state of the
industry, its raw material requirements and use,
and factors affecting it. A mail survey to more
than 500 molding/ milJwork n:ianufacturers yielded an adjusted response rate of 17%.
Millwork manufacturers wern asked if they
were a part of a multiple facility company or a
single production facility. Within this market
segment, 78 .5% of the respondents were a part
of a single operation. Eighty percent of the millwork respondents stated that they were members
of a trade association, too . The American Woodworking Institute (AWI ) was the trade associa-

tion to which millwork manufacturers belonged.
Approximately 62% were from facilities that
employed less than 50 full-time employees.
Many of these companies stated that they had
added a considerable amount of automated
equipment, CNC machines, and no longer
needed as many employees. There were three
facilities that did employ more than 200 .
Data on gross sales for the companies were gathered. The majority of the millwork market segment
had gross sales above $1 million (Table 1).
Many of the respondent companies also produce other products besides rnillwork (Table 2 ).
More than 30% of millwork manufacturers also
produce cabinets and windows and doors .
The particular type of millwork a company
was making was also of interest. The respondent
was asked to choose one of three options that
best described their company's product. The
majority of the millFigure 1: Type of millwork
work respondents
produced by respondent
stated they produce
companies.
molding and trim.
Respondents that
Stair
parts
.,...
14%
chose the "other"
option mainly wrote
in tl1at tl1ey p roduce
casegoods and architectural millwork
Moldings and
assorted trim
(Figure 1).
63%
The millwork market segment's average wood raw material cost was
calculated to be 38 .5% of their total cost associated
with doing business. The average annual lumber
input volume at each production facility was calculated to be 2.SMMBF. The lumber input was also
calculated for both hardwood and softwood.
Hardwood accounted for more than l .SMMBF
and softwood lumber was about equal at
l .3MMBF. T he grades of the lumber that were
being used were also recorded (Table 3). The millwork segment uses higher grades of hardwood
lumber. The two most popular grades used were
FAS and No. 1 Common . Softwood grades that
were used the most were lower grades consisting
of mainly #3 and Appearance.
Information was gathered on what species are
being used within each market segment. Respon dents were asked to list the percentage of each
species they use in their product. There were 19
species listed along with an " O ther" category,
which allowed for the respondent to add any
species which may have been left off tl1e list. Table
4 shows the average board footage use of each
species. The millwork used a wide variety of
species. Respondents were asked what are the
major factors considered when a millwork company chooses a species to use. Just like many of the
other market segments, customer demand was
chosen by a vast majority of the respondents. Cost
of the species was reported to be a major factor by
36 .8% and ease of use was also chosen by 16.2%
of the companies.
Respondents were asked to estimate their

___ ___

Table 1: Total gross sales for the millworkmarket segment.
# of respondents % of respondents
Less than $1 ,000,000

2

2.9

$1,000,001 - $5,000,000

40

57.1

$5,000,001 - $15,000,000

15

21 .4

$15,000,001 - $25,000,000

3

4.3

$25,000,001 - $50,000,000

3

4.3

Greater than $50,000,000

7

10.0

Table 2: Percentage of millwork companies that also produce other products.
Dimension and

Office Windows Household
Components f!oQring ~ .El!!nitl!m and Doors Furniture Other
13.9%
19.0% 36.7%
21 .5% 32.9%
2.5%
0.0%

Table 3: Average use of the different grades of hardwood
and softwood lumber within the millwork market segment.
Hardwood Grade
FAS

~

Softwood Grade

63.4

Select

%Used
15.0

~~

ll

~

~

No. 1Common
No. 2Common
#3A
#38

26.3
6.4
0.1
0.0

#2
#3
Utility
Appearance

8.6
54.5
2.9
18.6

Table 4: Average percentage and volume of
species use among millwork manufacturers.
~
Red Oak
White Oak
Hard Maple
Cherry
White Pine
Ponderosa Pine
Hickory
Ash
Soft Maple
Hybrid Poplar
Southern Yellow Pine
Radiata Pine
Douglas Fir
Yellow Birch
Yellow Poplar
Aspen
White Birch
Gum
Alder
Other

%Used
26.3
0.7
1.7
1.0
1.0
21 .0
0.3
0.3
1.6
0.3
0.2
14.8
4.9
0.4
19.1
0.5
0.2
0.0
0.3
5.3

Board Feet in Thousands
849.3
22.6
54.3
33.8
33.3
678.0
10.0
9.1
51 .4
9.5
6.4
478.5
157.5
12.0
616.4
17.2
5.1
0.3
9.4
169.9

usage of material other than solid lum ber (Figure 2). The mill work market segment used a
variety of panel products. Melamine was the
main answer that was filled in as "Other." Wood
component usage was also asked. Forty-nine
percent of the components being used were categorized as blanks . Blanks are considered to be
unfinished components, which are not ready for
assembly. The other two categories of components were finished and semi-finished. These
two options are only differentiated by their
degree of value-added by the component manufacturer (Figure 3).
With certification becoming an important issue
within tl1e forest products industry, a question
Southern Lumberman •
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Figure 2: Material use, excluding lumber, in the mill- ·
work market segment.
Other

5%
Edge-Glued Panels or
Cut-to-size Blanks
8%

Veneer
11%

Particleboard
22%

Softwood Plywood
6%
MDF
18%

OSB
2%

- Hardboard
8%

Figure 3: Mean percentages of components purchased by the millwork segment.
60 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50

]

llllanks
.semi-finished
LFinished

::, 30

"if!.
20
10

asked about whether the respondent company was
using certified raw materials. Certification from a
third party agency assures that a forestry operation
meets standards that are set by the certifying
agency. Approximately 17% ofrespondent companies were using certified raw material. The agencies they were using included SFI and FSC.
The question contained two other options,
which were "No" and "Don't Know." Fifty percent and 36.9% of the participants filled out these
two options, respectively. Outsourcing of component needs has become more popular in the secondary wood products industry. Within the millwork market segment 22.8% of components were
being outsourced.
Participants of the survey were asked to rate
the importance of many material attributes they
deman d in their components/ component supplier's product. This question was based on a
ratin g scale (1 = Not Important, 7 = Very
Important ). Moisture Content (MC) and Consistency of MC again had the highest mean
scores of any attribute . (Table 5) .
Respondents from the millwork market segment were asked a second rating question on
service attributes that were based on the same
seven-point scale. The millwork market segment
ranked consistent supply and' service as the most
important attributes when they purchase wood
components (Table 6 ).

TWA-2 0 00-HD Series
Heavy Duty Surround Coils

Since 1965, MDI has been dedicated to providing
superior product quality and unparalleled customer
service. We offer a 3-year warranty on all metal
detector systems and will service every piece of
equipment we've ever sold.

Hardwood mills face unique challenges when scanning
dense wood such as red oak. MDl's TWA-2000-HD
Series metal detectors operate at max sensitivity even
when the largest hardwood logs are being processed.

Information was collected on the current techreported that wood makes up 39% of the total cost
nology being used in the millwork segment.
of their product. Millwork manufacturers rated
There were questions that dealt with the use of
moisture content, consistency of moisture content
the Internet, new equipment, and new processes
and straightness as the most important product
that the respondent's company may be using.
attributes. Consistent supply and service were
Twenty-seven percent of respondents said that
rated more important than low price by this
their company was involved in E-business. The
group. Electronic commerce (web pages) were
most consistent written in answer to this question
used by 27% of participants.
SL
was again the use of a web site.
Bob Smith is an Associate Professor and Extension
Participants were asked to indicate any new
Specialist in Forest Products Marketing at Virginia
equipment or process which they may have
Tech in Blacksburg, Va. Paul McDaniels is a sales repinstalled at their facility within the past five years.
resentative for Farm Credit Bureau in Wytheville, Va. _
D avid Fell is a research scientist for Forintek, Canada.
CNC equipment of all kinds was the most
recorded answer. Optimizing
equipment was also noted
often among the millwork
companies. Inventory management was the process that most
companies had updated by
adding bar code tracking and
computer software that
allowed them to better control
their product flow. Computer
ct u rin g quality sa w
Aided Design (CAD) software
n er y sinc e 1888.
was also indicated as a new
process for many companies.
This study evaluated the current use and trends in the wood
flooring industry. The average
respondent used 2.8MMBF of
lumber a year. Red oak, ponderosa pine and yellow poplar
are the most used species, while
the imported Radiata pine is
used heavily also . Respondents

Table 5: Mean rankings of important material attributes by
the millwork market segment.
Attribute
Mean
Moisture Content (MC)
6.3
Consistency of MC
6.2
Straightness
5.9
Lack of knots
5.9
Proper dimension
5.7
Blue/mineral stain-free
5.6
Machinablity
5.5
Order time
5.5
Finishablity
5.5
Wane-free
5.4
Color
5.3
Mechanical properties
5.2
Scale (1 =not important, 7 =very important)

Table 6: Mean rankings of important service purchased in
the millwork market segment.
Attribute
Consistent supply
Service
On-time delivery
Price stability
Low price

Mean
6.1
6.1
5.9
5.5
5.0

Take a closer hfo k at ·,
why McDONOUG,H machines

STAND THE TEST OF TIME
We invite y ou to visit our website
or contact u s for information abou t
our quality p r oducts.

• Band Mills
• Line bar Resaws
• Horizontal Resaws
• Carriages
• Small Log Systems
Ea u Claire , WI
7 15.8 34 .77 55
Fa x: 715.834.3968
www . mcdonoug h - m f g .c o

Scale (1 = not important, 7 = very important)
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Lumbermen'sForum

APPALACHIAN HARDWOODS ...
The World's Choice! ·

Fa How do people in your community feel about the forest
1

~ products industry? Have you done anything to promote

the image of your company in the past few years?
GeneHolla
Owner
Specialty Hardwoods Co.
Menomonie, Wis.
We live out in the country, in a farming community,
and people out here accept forestry as a part of the
economic reality of the area. Now, ifl drive an hour
and go into Miimeapolis-St. Paul, well there it's a different story. It seems to me that the people who don't
w1derstand the nature of the industry are higher
income people who are insulated from raw materials
and where they come from. They have forgotten that
wood is a renewable resource. They want to leave
everything in nature the way it is so it will be pretty.
They don't understand that forests have to be maintained in order to be healthy. What they forget is that
many of the things they use every day comes from
trees. I don't know how to get the message out and I
haven't done much about it but put a message on my
answering machine to remind people that wood is a
renewable resource and have my Kiwanis Club out for
dinner. I have been increasingly concerned with the
way people are thinking in the bigger cities.

BaylessRowa
Vice President
Deltic Timber Corp.
El Dorado, Ark.
We are blessed and fortunate to have a community
that recognizes the recreational and employment
opportunities provided by our surrounding woodlands. Delrie is quite active in the (Arkansas) state
forestry association with members on the executive
board so we are involved in plenty of outreach activities in the schools. One of our projects is to reach out
to teachers to try and offset the propaganda of the
environmental wackos. Another thing we participate in
is the Log A Load For Kids project that helps the
Arkansas Children's Hospital. You could say we are
constantly and consistently giving back to our community and we enjoy good relationships because of that.

Lucy Patrick
Owner
Freeman Patrick Wood Products
Centreville, Ala.
Centreville has been a good forest town with a
good forest products base. The industry has provided
a lot of jobs throughout our town's history so I
would say that the community has a favorable image
of us. We regularly work with the schools and the
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APPALACHIAN OAK has always
been know n as the finest furniture
wood and now it is making significant contributions to flooring , cabinetry and millwork applications.
APPALACHIAN HARDWOODS offer
uniform texture and color, outstanding working properties and beauty.
Contact one of these fine companies,
all Appalachian Hardwood Manufacturers , Inc. members , and specify
"Appalachian."

Bibb County Sheriff's Dept. to promote forestry,
conservation and forest management. I think we do a
pretty good job of promoting ourselves and explaining what we're all about.

Ray White
President
Harold White Lumber Co.
Morehead, Ky.
We've been active in the issue of public perception of
the forest products industry for a number of years, but
I personally have become much more active in the past
few months. In Kentucky, we have this left wing preservationist group called Kentucky Heartwood and they
know how to work the system. We've had to work to
overcome the messages they get out in the media, and
truthfully, in the larger newspapers we are not playing
on a level playing field. We try to counter the left wing
propaganda with facts about how timber is a renewable
resource, things like this, but we have a hard time making it onto the pages of the larger newspapers in the
state. They are not exactly objective on this subject.
I'd say we participate in about 50 events every year
that promote our industry. We go to schools, civic
clubs and participate in economic forums at Morehead
State University, which is here. It's amazing how many
liberal professors from the college who speak out
against us have no idea what they are talking about.
Generally, it's the smaller newspapers that realize how
important forest products are to the economy and give
us a fair shake. Morehead was once the hardwood capital of the world, and I am sure it is still somewhere in
the top 10 hardwood producers. Even with all the
environmental disinformation, I'd say our industry still
has a very favorable image around here. What we are
increasingly faced with, though, are groups like Kentucky Heartwood who know how to use the media.
We have not been as successful as they have in getting
our message out and we have got to improve that.

®

A traditional bedroom group made from Appalachia n Cherry

AUGUSTA LUMBER CO., INC.
Wayneboro, VA.
Mitchell 0. Carr
(540) 946-9150

&

TIM C. HAMER CO.
Kenova,WV

amer Co. Steve Hamer
(304) 453-6381

EMMET VAUGHN LUMBER
Knoxville, TN
Emmet P.Vaughn, Jr.
(865) 577-7577

W.M. CRAMER LUMBER CO.
Hickory,NC
Wendell Cramer
(828) 397-7481

Stephen Ftlllltar
Vice President
Ballmill Lumber & Sales
Springfield, NJ
We' re a wholesaler and we don' t have much
interaction with individuals in our community. We
don't advertise or anything like that. I mean, it's
the ones cutting the trees who ultimately have to
answer those kinds of questions . Retailers and contractors come to our lot to do business. They need
lumber and that's it. I really can't speak to the
image of the forest products industry.

•

GILKEY LUMBER COMPANY
Rutherfordton, NC
Mike Parton
(828) 286-9069

For more information on the benefits of Appalachian , contact:

@

APPAIACHIAN HARDWOOD
MANUFACTIJRERS, INC.
High Point, NC
Mark A. Barford
(336) 885-8315
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HonorRoll
Gene Pritchard
After 50 Years,
He Continues To
Earn His Keep
Eugene Pritchard,
71 , has achieved a milestone that places him in
an unusual category: he
has worked more than
50 years for one company, Fred Netterville
Lumber Co., a third
generation business
based in Woodville,
Miss. In so doing he has outlived the first two
owners of the company and has worked at the
business longer than either.
Orphaned as a child when his father was killed in
an accident involving a log truck, Pritchard began
hanging around the hardwood sawmill when he
was only 9, doing light work during summers for
the late Charlie T. Netterville, who started the
company in 1945 . After completing high school,
Pritchard began full time work at the mill in 1951.

Netterville sold the business to his late son, Fred,
in 1954. He died before his time in 2000 from
injuries sustained while riding a horse.
"Mr. Charlie was like a father to me and Fred was
like a brother," recalls Pritchard, affectionately called
"Mr. Gene" by fellow employees and by Charlie and
Howard Netterville, brothers who now own and
manage the business, which turns out about
25MMBF, mainly red oak, each year. Another allied
sawmill business in Jackson, La., Netterville Brothers,
produces about 1 0MMBF annually.
Known for his story telling and anecdotes,
Pritchard now serves as yard foreman, supervising
the drying, grading, planing and shipping of lumber.
"He's very conscientious about his job," points out
Charlie Netterville. Pritchard has done it all in his
time, from working in the woods to sawing in the
mill and serving as mill foreman.
Netterville continues: "Mr. Gene is the type of
person who makes you feel good when he talks with
you. He has the knowledge and ability to put things
in perspective. It was a privilege to grow up around
him and it is an honor to have him affiliated with
our company."
Pritchard is very devoted to his family, which
includes his wife, Auline-they've been married 54
years-six children, 17 grandchildren and three
great-grandchildren . When not working at the mill
he spends some time raising cattle at the family farm.
Retirement evidently doesn't weigh on Pritchard's
mind. His health is good; he enjoys his work and
others enjoy being around him.
When he does retire he'll take pride in knowing
that his legacy remains intact at the mill. His son,
Larry, is Maintenance Superintendent. "He's very
gifted. There's not a thing he can't fix," says Netterville. "He is a key person in our organization."
I

How To Recognize
Your Standout Employees

These two publications tower above all the other
wannabes in the lumberscape. Make sure you
receive both free of charge. All it takes is a to'll-free
phone call-800-669-5613-or a visit to
www.southernlumberman.com or
www.timberprocessing.com.
Your time is valuable . Invest it wisely by subscribing
and reading'lhe best-Southern Lumberman
and limber Processing.
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Every lumber products business has
standout employees who deserve recognition. Southern Lumberman reserves
space in each issue for this most worthwhile purpose. Send high quality color
photos or digital images (minimum 300
dpi resolution), of individuals or groups,
along with a brief description of the
employee(s), number of years with your
company and why recognition is in order
to: DK Knight, P.O. Box 2268, Montgomery, AL 3102-2268; email dk@hattonbrown.com. Thank you!

Headrig, Edger Upgrades Boost
Efficiency At Quality Hardwoods
Quality Hardwoods, Inc. of Sunfield, Mich. is a
high grade, high production mill producing 8MMBF
per year of 4/4 furniture grade hardwood lumber.
Quality Hardwoods has been operating since 1973
processing red oak, hard and soft maple, walnut, ash
and cherry harvested from land it owns and manages.
Luke Brogger, president, has plenty of hands-on mill
experience. He started out as a sawyer, moved to lumber grading and finally purchased the mill 1989. As
president, Broggers places a high priority on getting the
best yield and maintaining the highest quality possible.
So when the linebar began consistently out-producing the circle headrig, he investigated and discovered
accuracy issues with the 2D optimized circle saw. He
needed to increase production and yield and do it fast.
Last June he built a new building right next to the
old one, and installed an HMC slant carriage optimized with USNR 3D LASAR front and backside
scanning.The mills were connected with minimal
downtime and now both lines feed the existing
revamped resaw.
Brogger says it was a great startup and found the
MillWide optimization software "pretty easy to
learn." Quality Hardwoods now processes 500-650
logs per shift from the combined mills "depending
on the species and how many times we change over
species during the course of a day."
Quality Hardwoods recently purchased a lineal
edger from Valley Machine with USNR Smart TriCam scanning and optimization. Brogger says once
the operation gets its products and width classes set
up and defined in the new edger system, tl1ey'll be
able to transfer some of those parameters to the
headrig and utilize the whole log breakdown system
on the carriage optimizer for certain diameter class
and grades of logs.
USNR also reported the following developments:
• Beadles Lumber of Moultrie, Ga. ordered a
seven bin addition to an existing USNR sorter for
more flexibility in the sorting process.
• Hancock Lumber recently converted the entire
kiln operation at its Betl1el, Me. facility over to the
Kiln Boss Computer Control System. This location
has a number of dry kilns from various manufacturers
including USNR and some older Irvington-Moore
kilns. The company has nine locations and dries a
total of 62.SMMBF of eastern white pine per year.
• High and High Lumber has purchased a 3D
LASAR scanning and optimization system for a new
carriage at the Vaughn, NC facility. The system features front and backside scanning

• International Paper has ordered a 10 bay addition to the sling sorter at the New Boston, Tex. plant
and placed an order for a partial re -skin of two existing double track, high-temp, direct fired dry kilns at
the Whitehouse, Fla. operation.
• Mackeys Ferry Sawmill of Roper, NC is replacing
a carriage optimization system with 3D LASAR scanning and optimization on a new Salem carriage. _
Mackeys Ferry cuts both hardwood and softwood.
• Suwannee Lumber of Cross City, Fla. has completed installation of a USNR double track dry kiln.
This makes the third USNR kiln running at the site
and the second USNR burner.
• Temple Inland of DeQuincy, La. has ordered a
Smart TriCam transverse edger optimizer.
• Tri Sate Lumber of Fulton, Miss. recently
bought a Kiln Boss computer control system to dry
timbers in a multi-zone kiln.

Indiana's Pike Lumber Installs
B-H Steam Vat For Walnut
Pike Lumber Co. has installed a new BrunnerHildebrand walnut steam vat at its Akron, Ind. facility. The new steamer will come on line this spring.
"The Brunner-Hildebrand steamer we built in
2000 served us well," says John Brown, the company's executive vice president. "As our walnut business
has grown, we developed a need to increase capacity
and add a similar steam chamber."
Pike Lumber is located in the heart of some of the
very best walnut producing territory in the country.

Filers Group Offers Course
On Band/Circle Saw Alignment
Lake and Ontario Sawyers and Filers Assn. will be
repeating its popular Band and Circle Sawmill Alignment course May 14 from 8:30-5 at C&Z Sawmill in
,Palmyra, NY.
The course will cover the basics of millwrighting
and alignment for both band and circle technologies. Cost is $100 for association members and $115
for non-members . This is an interactive, hands-on
course designed to help mill owners, production
personnel and maintenance personnel. Lunch will be
provided.
C&Z Sawmill is on 383 NY Route 21 in Palmyra,
two miles nortl1 of the New York State Thruway.
To register, contact LEOSFA, Secretary/Treasurer
Tim Rauber, Dansville Logging and Lumber Corp.,
585-335 -5879; e-mail: dlandl@rpa.net, or call course
coordinator Ken Kasprzyk at 585-567-2275.

EriJOV THE JOURNEVa JJIRTUAL TECHNOLOGY SHOW
WWW.HBPUBNETWORK.COM
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Sawdust&Shavings

Sawdust&Shavings

2005 Buyer's Guide Focuses
On HMA Member Sawmills
Hardwood Manufacturers Assn. 's 2005 Buyer's
Guide is available for those needing information
about member companies, their species and specialty
products.
The directory is also available online as a searchable database and can be downloaded in PDF format.
The guide is a comprehensive catalog of 149
sawmill locations, 83 concentration yards, 30 specialty products and 26 hardwood species.
Call 412-829-0770 or visit hmamembers.org.

Smith Flooring Produces
FSC-Certified Oak Flooring
Smith Flooring, Mountain View, Mo., has completed its first run of FSC-certified oak flooring since
achieving chain of custody certification from the Forest Stewardship Council late last year. The company
expects annual production of the FSC-certified flooring to be l .2MMBF.
Chain of custody certification ensures that prod-

NO MINIMUM STARTING BIDS - NO ITEMS WITH RESERVE PRICES

CALIFORNIA CEDAR
PRODUCTS
WED & THUR - APRIL 6 & 7
1OAM EACH DAV
Preview 10am to 4 pm , Tuesday , April 5 or by Appointment

909 Old Mill Road, McCloud, CA
Nicholson A 1 Debarker; Strom Whole Log Cutoff Saw; Letson Burpee
6', 5', McDonough 4', (2)54" Resaws; Quad Resaw; (3)PIW Edgers;
(3)Irvington Moore Trimmers; 16-Tray Sorter; (2)11-Bin Slackers; Hammer Hog; Chipper; (4)Chip Bins ; Chip Screen ; Blowers; Feeders ; Compressors; Stetson Ross Planer; (5)Irvington Moore Kilns; Cooling Shed;
(2)Gas Fired Boilers; Grinders; Stretcher Rolls; Tipper; Scales; Pump
System ; Transformers; Conveyors ; Rollcases ; Transfers ; Reman
Equipment Including: Planer, Greenlee & Jenkins Tenoners, Maranaka
Slicers , Diehl Moulders, Lamininator, Clipper, Edgebander & More;
'00 Generac Generator; Cat 966F, 9660 Log Loaders; Cat 235B Track
Mounted Loader; (17)22 ,500 lb to 4000 lb Forklifts; Water & Dump
Trucks; (11 )Yard Trucks; Machine & Woodworking Shops; Office Furniture & Equipment; Too Much More to List!
7% BUYERS PREMIUM

CALL FOR AN ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

James G. Murphy Co.
Auctioneers
425-486-1246 • 503-463-4444
Toll Free 1 800-426-3008

www.murphyauction.com
WA Auctioneers License #48
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ucts coming from a FSC-certified forest are not intermingled with non-certified products as they move
through the manufacturing and distribution chains.
FSC certification is an end-consumer's assurance that
the products were created with minimal environmental impacts.
Contact Jon Smith, CEO of Smith Flooring, at
417-934-2291 or visit smithflooring.com.

Teddy Roosevelt Started
Forest Service In 1905

PATTERSON LUMBER
COMPANY, INC.
Wellsboro, PA 16901
(570> 724-3210
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glad you bought quality PennYork Ha rd wood s , aga in a nd
aga in . .

TUSCARORA
HARDWOODS, INC.
Bandmill & Dry Kilns
2240 Shermans Valley Rd.
P.O. Box 64
Elliottsburg, PA 17024
Phone (717) 582-4122

Fax (717) 582-7438

The State of Louisiana is releasing a reference guide
to help prospective investors identify and understand
forest product development opportunities in the state.
The guide is being released by the Louisiana Economic Development Council in conjunction with
Evergreen Engineering.
For a copy of the Louisiana Forest Industry Report
and timber inventory analysis, or more information
about business development opportunities, contact
Kelsey Short, Louisiana Economic Development,
225-342-5892 or e-mail short@la.gov.

When Only the Very Best In
Hand Held Computers Will Do
Rugged & Reliable
Waterproof
12+ Hours/Charge
Lots of Memory
Blazing 100 Mhz Speed
Large Lighted Screen
Holds Multiple Applications

Penn State 'From The Woods'
Series Is Aimed At Youngsters

~ --. ll~'.

p;-

International Woodworking Machinery & Supply
Fair (IWF 2006) will be held August 23-26, 2006, at
the Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta.
IWF will include a Technical Conference Program,
a New Product Showcase, tl1e Challengers Award
and Design Emphasis competition.
Call 404-693-8333 or visit iwfatlanta.com.

The Ouachita Area Council of the Boy Scouts of
America has named Roy L. Murphy a Distinguished
Citizen. Murphy, chairman of the board of MidSouth Engineering, Hot Springs, Ark., received the
award at a recent dinner in his honor. Weyerhaeuser
CEO Steve Rogel was keynote speaker.
Murphy has been a registered Scout for 60 years and
is still active on several national committees for the
organization.

PENN-YORK
HARDWOODS
Slow growth , mild te x ture d
superior hardwoods from the
Penn-York area give unexcelled
cutting value . Prime logs from
well managed forests assure a
continuing supply. You will be

Louisiana· Provides Materials
For Potential Project Investors

Boy Scouts Of America Honors
Mid-South's Roy Murphy

This year marks the 100th anniversary of the U .S.
Forest Service, created in 1905 by President
Theodore Roosevelt to "perpetuate the forest as a
permanent resource of the nation.".
Today's forestry management is a little more complex, says Forest Service Chief Dale Boswortl1. The
agency's mission today is to "manage national forests
for multiple uses and benefits and for the sustained
yield of renewable resources such as water, forage,
wildlife, wood and recreation."
In 1905 in the U.S. tl1ere were 63 million acres of
forests and 76 million citizens. Today, there are 192
million acres of forests and 290 million citizens.

Quality Lumber ...
From America's
Hardwood Heartland

IWF Atlanta To Be Held
August23-26,2006

A new Penn State Cooperative Extension publication for kids tells the story of what was once Pennsylvania's most prominent tree. "American Chestnut" is
the latest in the PSCE's "From The Woods" series on
Pennsylvania's natural resources.
"If we can teach kids to better understand our natural resources, they'll grow up to be better citizens
with respect for and understanding of the state's natural landscapes and ecosystems," says Sanford Smith,
an extension specialist with Penn State's School of
Forest Resources.
The "From the Woods" series of brochures also
highlight subjects including maple syrup, hardwood
lumber, important trees, forest stewardship, whitetailed deer, and watersheds.
Each flier is available on the web along with a lesson plan. Single copies are available free of charge.
Call 814-865-6713 or visit
http://sftrc.cas.psu.edu/FromWoods.html.

Juniper Systems
Allegro DOS Field PC
Thousands Are in Use Today

Hand Held Applications
Timber Cruising, Log Scaling
Lumber Grading, Lumber End Tally

(800) 327-9919 Atlantic & Southern States
(800) 309-7458 PA/NY/New England
(800) 443-4442 Midwest Sales
Timber & Transportation Systems
695 Nashville Pike #318
Gallatin,TN 37066
www.timbersys.net

Any Brand of Saw, Any Time, Anywhere
The Scanner for Lumber
Optimizing and Grading

w
div Eye
\. ·, l.o 9,nnovot
1

®

Vision

Wood Eye North America Inc.
770-995-6765 www.woodeyeinc.com
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ExpertOpi nion-Fl LI NG

Tools&Technology
with BILL GUTHRIDGE

LengthScanPro System

Cobalt Test Strips

Concept Systems Inc. offers
LengthScanPro, a log measuring system. LengthScanPro
supports optimal bucking
decisions by delivering length
measurements that are accurate to +/ - l ", regardless of
log slippage. The incorporation of Laser RADAR technology measures linear displacement. This, coupled
with standard dian1eter scanning technology, allows
LengthScanPro to generate accurate log models.
LengthScanPro includes an optional Solution Generator software package that uses the log model data
to generate bucking decisions to minimize trim loss
according to a priority-based bucking formula . The
Solution Generator was developed with flexibility and
ease of use in mind, giving mill personnel the ability
to modify solution criteria and see simulated results
offline . LengthScanPro can be integrated into most
existing systems, with log length measurable at
almost any 90° turn, regardless of the log's direction
of travel. Phone: 541-791 -8140;
7370
conceptsystemsinc.com

Carbide Processors, Inc. has a new generation of
cobalt test strips that make testing for cobalt simple and
accurate. The strips are dipped into the coolant and
then compared to a chart for color change. Cobalt
makes the strip turn blue; the more cobalt there is, the
darker the strip becomes. These strips do not require
elaborate preparation or cold storage. Coolant must be
acididc, under 7.0 pH. A basic coolant can be adjusted
to acidic and then read accurately. Phone: 800-3468274; carbideprocessors.com
1163

Lift Truck Series
Hyster Co.'s S25-40XMS lift truck series has
2,500-4,000 lb. capacity design. Equipped with a
powerful LPG engine and an isolated operator compartment, the S25-40XMS provides productivity and
operator comfort. S25-40XMS utilizes tapered roller
bearings and heavy-duty integral sideshifts to provide
load stability and maximum lifbing capacities at all lift
heights. Seat-side mounted hydraulics and ergonomics provide drivers with a spacious and productive
working environment. Phone: 800-HYSTERl;
go.hysterusa.com/pr
36so

THE SAWMILL MANAGER™
The computer system providing Inventory
Control, Production Reporting & Accounting
Solutions for Sawmills since 1984!

1mner
2005

Forest Products Equipment and Technology Exposition

JUNE 17-18, 2005
Friday 9-5, Saturday 9-4

P.O. BOX 649 • 258 MAIN STREET
YARMOUTH, ME 04096

207-846-3669
FAX 207-846-3804
Internet: www.forestind.com/logicalsystems
E-mail: bjump@sawmillmanager.com
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PC Based Appllcadons:

Ag Progress Days Site at Rock Springs, PA

• Log Inventory
• Lumber Inventory
• By-Products Inventory
• Order Processing
• Sawmill Operations
• Remanufacturing
• General Ledger
• Accounts Payable
• Accounts Receivable
• Payroll

Rt. 45, 9 miles Southwest of State College, PA

Hand-Held IPPllcauons:
• Log Scaling
• Veneer Log Buying
• Green Chain Grading
• Lumber End Tally
• Timber Cruise
• RF Applications for
Lumber Inventory

Southern Lumberman

•

Active Demonstrations
onsite and in-the-woods

•

•

55 Acre Show Site
with inside and outside
exhibitor space

Seminars

Timber 2005 is co-hosted by Penn State's College of Agriculture
Sciences and Pennsylvania Forest Products Association

PENNSTATE
~ For Et:hibitor Information, contact:
•

Bob Oberheim
Pennsylvania State University

Phone: (814) 863-2873
N,...,._\yt\·ANUJ'oUfl
JIIUU".TSMil)CW-.i

http://patimbershow.cas.psu.edu

Proper Saw Maintenance Is Crucial
mill that produces lumber sawn straight and true
without snake, twist or taper has a staff that has
learned the value of proper saw maintenance.
Band saw blades, from the time they arrive from the
factory until they are worn out, require diligent maintenance. Some of the first things that come to mind are
that no saw blade should run beyond a reasonable time
and should not be used if dull. Once the blade is
removed and brought to the grinding room it should
be cleaned and inspected for damage. Before sharpening, all damaged teeth should be repaired and, if possible, the saw should be benched so that any lumps or
ridges can be leveled before grinding. When benching
the saw be sure to use the proper tensioning gauge,
checking to make sure the tire lines are in the proper
place and tension is even around the saw.
It is also advisable to check the back on the saw for
the proper amount of expansion of the back edge. This
is very important on a single-cut saw. Once on the
grinder the blade needs to be inspected to determine if it
needs to be swedged or, in the case of stellite, retipped.
Grinding should be done with caution. Take care not to
grind too hard as this will burn gullets and cause cracks.
The grinder should grind the complete profile of the
tooth so the tooth shape will not change in the life of
the saw blade. Proper grinding wheels and the proper
speed must be used. Follow manufacturer recommendations (grinder and wheels) regarding grinding methods
and speed. If you encounter a problem, call the maker of
the grinder and/or wheels.

A

these angles can be held to
within .001 in.
Another thing very critical
for circle saws is the proper
maintenance of guides. They
must be machined accurately
over the entire surface with
the minimum amount of
clearance needed. Make sure all water or oil passages are clean so that the saw receives the proper
amount of lubricant while running.
This is merely the tip of the iceberg in good saw blade
maintenance and should be regarded as a generalization
of all blade maintenance. Each step along the way islesson unto itself.

Keep Records
Each band saw blade should be numbered and a
record kept on its history. The number serves another purpose in that it is a good idea for people running quads and twins to keep the same saw on a
given wheel. This way any problems can be traced
very quickly to the particular bandmill a saw runs on
and corrected. For example, if saws on mill number 1
develop crossline cracks then it needs to be checked
for crossline, or if the saws on mill number 2 won't
stay in the proper position when running, the wheels
on that mill may need grinding.
SL

Circle Saws
As with band saws, circle saws
need to be brought into the filing
room, cleaned and inspected for
damage. Again, it is advisable to
level and tension them before grinding. Once this is done and all damaged teeth are repaired, the saw
should be evaluated to determine if
it needs to be retipped or reswedged
before grinding. Grinding should
be done in the correct manner with
the proper equipment.
Regarding circle saw retipping,
all tangential and radial angles on
the teeth should be correct and
even along the complete circumference of the saw. The same
goes for both hook and top
angles, which must be practically
perfect for a thin blades to run
true. With the grinding equipment available today most of
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Software that understands your
way of doing business.
►
►

Log Procurement
Inventory Management
► Contract Management
► Handheld Scale Ticket Entry
► Weigh Scale Ticket Entry
► Settlement Processing

187 1

PRIMUS PARTNERS, INC.
(423) 870-4722

HURST BOILER & WELDING CO, INC.

TIL

JMR INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTORS, INC.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS, INC.

1936 Highland Road • McMinnville, TN, 37110
• We apply both silver & black coatings
• Portable sandblasting & industrial painting
• Complete coil & piping replacement
• Shaff, baffle, & deck replacements
• Door & carrier repair
• Predryer coating

hurstboiler.com

• COMPLEfE BOILER
SYSTEMS INCLUDING
FUEL HANDLING FROM
THE GROUND UP.
• 60 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

351

5515 SE MIiwaukie Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97202
503.230.9348 Fax: 503.233.2051
www.kh2aenglneerlng.com Email: kvrunyon@kh2aenglneerlng.com

848

1 888 805 3545

• POLLUTION CONTROL
AND CONSULTING.

phone: 662-793-4535 • 662-793-4554
email: jmrindustrial@aol.com

It's your companyYou've spent countless hours
building it up. You've bra ved
the long, hot summers and
even dredged through the
freezing cold winters.

You chose us. For that we
are extremely grateful.

Heavy Duty Printing & Painting Equipment
& Services for the Wood Products Industry.
For Further Information Call:

To all of our adve rtise rs-thos e
that have bee n with us for
many years, and those we hope
to see for many more-we
want to say...

1-800-252-2736

END STICK SHADOW NOW!

STACKING STICKS

I.ET MAST-I.EPLEY TAKE CARE OF
Al.I. YOUR STORAGE NEEDS!
CONTACT: BRAD HORST
(330) 465-1464

EMAIL: mastlepleybradhorst@bright.net
WEB: www.mastlepleystorage.com 9617

®

CARDS OF Wooo~
INC

Patent #RE38118 gives Breeze Dried , Inc. exclusive right to
USE, PRODUCE, or SELL lumber separators of this design.
The Breeze Dried Patent is Genuine & Enforceable. Avoid Copy-Cat Models
of these profiled suckers.

3388

-'•-' wl-ll"IJ I~

MICRO-VENEER TECHNOLOGY ,.

7754 Pine Island, Belmont, Ml 49306
PH (616) 887-8680 FAX (616) 887-1667
staff_@_card sofwood .com www.cardsofwood.com

'I' f)ti Yf)IJll

Real Wood Business Cards
Micro Thin! Choose from 20 different species
of our 2 ply veneer cards.

r■,w1l1JJll~ll.

The Model 18M
Baker Portable Band Sawmill.

National Hardwood
Lumber Association

CALLTODAY! BAKER

Member Benefits:
Hardwood L1111ber CertlllcatiQn PJogram

CANADIAN DIVISION:

HardWood Lumber Inspection School

,=;[w':i~~~~f

800-387-5553 www.baker-online.com

Advocacy for Healthy Hadwood Forests
Protection Against

I.O

r---

(Both designs are protected by U.S. Patent #RE3811 8)

Wood Waste Systems
Dust Collection Systems
Unloaders • Grinders
Farm Silos
Water Tanks

;m1Jel:~11:1:i:1.e:
5019

When you chose to advertise
your company you wanted it to
be with a reputable companysomeone you knew you could
count on.

Claussen All-Mark

POURED CONCRETE SILOS

• RETROFITS OF
EXISTING BOILERS

• INSTALLATION OF USED
BOILERS.

KH2A ENGINEERING, INC.

Bark, Chips, Hogged Waste, Sander Dust
Solid Fuel Fired "Hybrid" Boilers
Deaerators Tanks/ Ash Collection
Solid Fuel Storage
Waste Fuel Handling Systems

SAWD UST
BARK
PLANER
SHAVINGS
HOGGED WASTE

Dry Kiln Coating/Maintenance

Contact: Tommy Stiles at
93 1-668-8768
Fax: 931-668-7327

•
•
•
•

JJJ~eLf}f&f;P,@ TM

A.

LOGPJJ0

20-HP gas engine.
Saws logs up to 30".
Easy for one man to use.
Complete trailer package.
Smal l budget price!

U.S. DIVISION:
800-548-6914

ful Federal Regulations

Sales Leads in Printed and Online Directories
Inspection Service Md Heat Treat Audit Discounts ~
r-

*

5 Problem Areas We Can Help You Solve Quickly

*

1. Do you need sequentially Numbered & Bar Coded tags?
2. Would Color Coded tags help you to better Identify your products?

or Email us:
allmark@rushmore.com

4834

THANK YOU!

3. Do your log tags need to withstand Harsh Environments?
4. Do you need to meet Residue Restrictions for waste chips that you
sell to pulp mills?
5. For easief visibility do you want BIG tags with EXTRA LARGE
numbers & bar codes?

If you answered "YES" to any of these questions, we can help!
We have 1,000's of Proven Solutions when it comes to Tagging Problems!

Our E-Z Roll Heat Treated
Roller Bearing Wheels Don't Wear Out...

With over 75yrs. of experience , you can rely on us for all your Tagging Needs!

We'll Beat~ competitors' price for the same style wheel!
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Yea r Warra nty!
Solid steel w all constru ction
No washers to fall out from p ressure
Field tested for over 4 years w ith no problems
Reduces metal to metal grinding
1/ 2" thick molded retaining wa ll
huilt into w heel to hold bearings in

Call Us Today!

256-268-2004
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Call Toll Free: 1-800-332-8247 ask for Paul or Rob!

Universal Tag, Inc.
"Your Source for Log & Lumber Tag Solutions"

Services
TaUadega , AL

36 Hall Rd. - P.O. Box 1518
Dudley, MA 01571-1518
Email : info@universaltag.com
4824
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BackThen
This departrnent consists ofstoriesgleaned frorn 100-year-old archives ofSOUTHERN

L UMBERMAN.

PROGRAM SPECIALIST IN FOREST HARVESTING
AND FOREST PRODUCTS MARKETING

Get the latest
industry
information
ANYTIME
on-line:

The Ohio State University is accepting applications for a position at OSU South Centers at
Piketon, a state-of-the-art research and extension facility in south-central Ohio. Applicants
should have a minimum of an M.S. degree and
must apply on line at: www.jobs.osu.edu , requisition number 312215.
For more information contact Marsha Amlin
at 740-289-2071 or amlin.1@osu.edu,
or visit the South Centers website at
http://southcenters.osu.edu/
for details of the position.
1060

www.southernlu mberman.com

OPPORTUNITIES NATIONWIDE

Confidential - NoApplicant Fees
Wood Products Opportunities: Available throughout the U.S. for qualified applicants
with experience in Lumber, Plywood, Particleboard, OSB, MDF, Engineered Lumber,
Treated Lumber and related manufacturing. Salaries to $125K+

General Managers
Production Managers
Technical Directors
Department Supervisors

Plant/Mill Managers
Department Superi ntendents
Quality Control Supervisors
Sales People/Sales Managers

Maintenance Managers
Plant/Project Engineers
Electrical Supervisors
Mechanical Supervisors

P.O. Box 1568 • Garden Grove, CA 92842 • Phone (877) 848-4715

U!iNR
Join Our Team: Account Executive
USNR, a worldwide leader in sawmill machinery
design and manufacturing, is seeking an
Account Executive to represent its products in
the Southeastern US.
Your skills should include:
■ 10+ years of forest products industry
experience required
■ Working knowledge of sawmill
mechanical and electrical systems
■ 5+ years of technical sales experience
required, preferably in forest products
industry
■ Basic computer skills, proficiency in
MS Word, Excel, and PowerPoint
■ Must have mechanical aptitude and be
able to read blueprints
■ Engineering degree preferred
■ Strong organizational skills
■ Detail-oriented
Competitive compensation package dependent
on experience. Full benefits.
Send resume to: Doug Eubanks • USNR
PO Box 6050 • Hot Springs. AR 71902
doug.eubanks@usnr.com

subscribe/renew
renew on-line: www.southemlumberman.com

------------------------------------------------,
Lumberman FREE Subscription Request Form .
Do you wish to receive (continue to receive) Southern Lumberman? D YES D NO

Southern Lumberman is sent FREE to all who are qualified in the industry.
Name

EE-Sawmill

(Please leave one space between each word)

Title or Job Description

I

I

D E1 - Hardwood
D E2-Softwood
D E3-Hardwood/Softwood

Name of Firm or Company

I

Home Address

Telephone

Zip_

I

[I]
Fax

[I]
Email

□
Signature_____________ _ __ __ Date _______
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Three men, Rudloph Krause,
W.H . Managan and Arthur Waxchen, now control 9 9% of the stock
in and all the assets of Perkins &
Miller Lumber Co., of Westlake,
La. The transaction involves a h alf
million dollars and includes an upto-date sawmill, a sizeable lum ber
inventory, 20,000 boomed logs,
2 5,000 acres of timberland , a company store and its inventory of
goods, a tugboat and considerable
real estate in Westlake and Lake
Charles.

Single Mandrel Mill
Offered By Deloach
A new feature among sawmill
equipment is the single mandrel
mill fro m D eLoach Mill Manufacturing Co ., of Atlanta, Ga.
DeLoach claims the sin gle mandrel mill does the work of a double
mill and is much more satisfactory

in several respects-mainly that it
avoids the trouble and time lost in
training and adjusting two saws
versus one.
The mill has a 12-inch vertical
mandrel adjustment, done by
power, within the control of the
sawyer. H eavy cuts that usually
require a double mill are the first
cuts in slabbing the log. This is
done with the D eLoach mill by
raising the mandrel until the collar
nearly touches the log on the
underside. This way the single
mandrel mill will do the work with
a 50 inch saw tl1at otherwise would
have required a 70 inch saw, or a
50 inch saw and 30 inch saw in the
case of a double mill.

Memphis Lumbermen
Formed in late 1898 by 25 lead ing lumbermen in the city, the
Lumbermen 's Club of Memphis is
one of the most popular organizations in Tennessee.
In early 1905 its members
included :

Cypress Swamp Logging

Don't miss a single
issue. Do it now.
To keep our
subscriber list up to
date, we ask that all
subscribers renew
every year.
Thank you.

0 CM - Chip Mill

D RM-Remanufacturing Facility
D FP-Flooring Plant
D DP-Hardwood Dimension Plant

ICity/State
I I I I

Take time now to
subscribe or renew
your Southern
Lumberman
subscription
FREE of charge.

1606

New Owners Deal
For Perkins & Miller

0 MP-Molding Plant

D NT - Pallet/Crate Plant
D NN-Treating Plant
D CV-Concentration Yard
D GP - Composite/Plastics Plant
, D IE-Lbr./Log Importer/Exporter
D DD - Distributor/Wholesaler
D MM-Machinery Mfgrs./Supplier
D OO-Other _ __ _ _ __

Mail To:
Circulation Dept.
P.O. Box 5613
Montgomery, AL
36103-5613
Fax to:
Circulation Dept.
888-611-4525

In the late 1800s and early 1900s, logging cypress in southern swamps was an ordeal and often
involved floating work camps. To allow trees to dry so the logs they produced would stay afloat
during logging and transportation, trees were girdled with axes a year prior to harvesting.
Springboards provided a work platform for girdling work and subsequent crosscut felling.
Steam-powered pullboats reeled in logs with the aid of metal cones that helped move logs
around stumps and other obstructions. Log tows were moved to sawmills every few days. Tangled undergrowth, mosquitoes, snakes and alligators added peril to the arduous task.

S.B. Anderson, T.B. Allen, L.P.
Arth ur, E .T. Bennett, W.R. Barksdale, George Burgess, B. Braugh ton, R .T. Cooper, R.N . Carrier,
L.E. Campbell, W.L. Crenshaw,
T.N . Cathey, F.A. Conkling, R.J .
D arnell, J.W. Dixon, W.S. D arnell,
W.C . D ewey, W.E. D ouglass)
George Ehemann, C.S. Gladden ,
E .E. Goodlander, F.E. Gary, M. R.
Grace, W.H. Gre ble, C.W.
Holmes, Herman Katz, William
Kennedy, George Kendel, L. B.
Lesh , John McClure, F.E . N elson ,
E.B. Robertson , W.H . Russe, F.E.
Stonebreaker, James Stark, W.E.
Smith, C. B. Stetson, C .W. Stover,
R. Sondheimer, E.E . Taenzer, J.W.
T h ompson , A.N . Thompson, I.L.
Wattts, I ssac Wrigh t, Robert
Wiggs, C .L. Wheeler, O .K.
Palmer, W.H. Martz, W.B. Burke,
S.C. Major, M . R. Perkins and
George Russe.
WANTED-I desire to contract with
reliable parties in car load lots for a
tough grade of ridge or hill hickory. Cut
48 inches long, 1-½sinches square,
with grain perfectly straight from end
to end . Free of knots, kinks, crooks,
bird pecks and other defects. Address
Box 226, Brownsville, Tenn .

FOR SALE-1. Complete planning
mill with several blocks of ground,
brick powerhouse, first class
machines, including band resaw and
timber sizer, all new. One of the most
complete outfits in the South. 2.
Sawmill plant, logging railroad and
timberlands in Harrison County, Miss.
Sawmill is new and includes two dry
kilns, 30 houses, new store building,
log pond , etc. Mill is equipped with 12inch steam feed 60 feet long , steam
log deck equipment and steam setworks, Allis edger and trimmer, lath
and shingle mill. 3. Logging railroad
has three miles of 30 lb. and 35 lb.
new steel rails, eight new 50,000 lb.
capacity cars, one 20-ton Lima engine.
Road is laid right into the timber. 4.
Timberlands are estimated to cut
25,000,000 feet-some of the finest
timber in the South. Sale also includes
400,000 feet of dry lumber. Available
as one unit or separately. Contact
Latimer-Joyce Lumber Co. , Hattiesburg, Miss.
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IMillDaze

Explore
Your Future!
Coming June 23 -25
{Thursday, Friday, Saturday) to Atlanta's
Georgia World Congress Center

Adlink
Easy Access to current advertisers!
www.sbuthernlumberman.com/adindex.html
This issue of SOUTHERN LUMBERMAN is brought to you in part by the folloiving companics, which will gladly supply additional information about their products.

Mi\t:HD\U:RY
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Advanced Recycling Eguigment
American Wood Dryers
Aggalachian Page
Arch Wood Protection
Barker
Better Built Dry Kiln
Bituminous Insurance
Forestry Systems
Hanchett Manufacturing
Holtec USA
'•
_..;;..;,l,;
lnterdyn-Artis
Logical Systems
McDonough Manufacturing
Metal Detectors
Metriguard
James G Murghy
Nexxlink Technologies
Nicholson Manufacturing
Pendu Manufacturing
Penn York Page
Progressive Solutions
Scott Lumber
Southern Forest Products
Timber & Transgortation
Timber 2005
WM Cramer
Woodeye North America
Yates-American Machine

20
11
27
39
11
20
12
19
16
3
17

32
25
24
2
30
7
13
21
30
40
17

38
31
32
20
31
20

814.834.4470
503.655.1955
770.805.3211
260.423.4570
859.578.8240
309. 786.5401
336.643.9663
800.454. 7463
813. 754.1665
704.846.6750
800. 722. 7210
715.834. 7755
541.345. 7454
509.332. 7526
800.426.3008
800.923.1953
206.682.2752
717 .354.4348
604.214.8750
502.827.9815
504.443.4464
800.327.9919
717.721.4413
828.397.7481
770.995.6765
800. 752.6377

ADLINK is a free service for advertisers and readers. The publisher assumes no
liability for errors or omissions.
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Their Solution

Lumber Track™ sales, inventory and accounting software
II

Coastal Treated Products uses Lumber Track and Lumber Track Financials at their five treating plants and at its headquarters and sales office.
Tom Evans, the company's President, states, "The greatest power of Lumber Track compared to a home-grown system is that it forc;es you to
do it right, consistently."
\

I

Tom recalls how it was before LumberTrack:"lf we had someone off work in one location, it was impossible for a person from another location
to help.They wouldn't have done business the same way."
·

I

,I
!1

"Lumber Track has been a tool for people to be able to help one anot her. In the past year since running Lumber Track, we've cross-trained
people and done things from remote areas," Tom reports. "Lumber Track released people from more mundane tasks, and now they're getting
involved with transportation and customer service. We're operating with fewer staff, and their jobs have become more interesting."

t

From The eonectton ot:
or. ,Jacko. ems
552 W. sun St.
yPr,nead, KY 40351
gft~-7473

I
I:

► I Standa rdize

I

practices andprocedures.
► I Eliminate redundant data entry.
►

i

I Automate creation of internal paperwork and invoices.
► I Reduce errors and the need for double-checking.
► I Read il_y obtain al l relevant information needed.
► I Use freed time to cross-train, sell e_roactively, manage better.

I

FlOGRESSIVE
SOLUTIONS

L~

Software to poweryourbusiness

I
info@progressive-solutions.com • 1-877-746-4774 • www.prog ressive-solutions.com

